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Abstract 
ludent ' under tanding of cient ific concept ion have been of con iderable intere t 
to cience education re earcher and science teacher in recent years. Accordingly, 
many cholarl tudies have been conducted on the tudents' understandings and 
misunder tanding , part icularly .  tho e concerned ith chemi try. For the pre ent 
tud , the term mi conception i u ed to encompa s both al ternati e re pon e that 
ari e from formal intervention : uch a c ia  room tudy a well as those re ulted from 
the tudent own interaction with, and ob ervation of their ulTounding env ironment .  
The main purpo e of th i  tudy i to inve t igate the understanding of the Grade- I O  
tudents about the concepts and misconcept ion regarding the chemical bonding and 
type of bonds ( covalent . ionic, and metal l ic ) .  This  tudy focuses on ( i )  understanding 
the level of the concepts of chemical bonds and bonding, ( i i )  gaining some ins ights 
into the cause of the mi conception, and ( i i i )  in est igating the impact of incorporating 
" guided-inquiry"  a an alternati e teaching approach in chemistry in econdary 
schools ,  and impro ing the concept of the tudent about the chemical bonds and 
bonding. One hundred forty student ( 72 females and 68 males) who partic ipated in 
thi tudy have been drawn randomly from Tenth Grade classes in two publ ic high 
chool in the Dubai Educational Zone. The data col lection is achieved through 
employing mixed research method, and the data analy is is made possible with SPSS.  
The fLlldings revealed that a number of alternat ive conception of chemical bonds that 
were held by Tenth Grade students. The finding also pointed to the effectiveness of 
using guided inquiry as an alternative approach to the teaching of chemistry at Tenth 
Grade, part icularly with male students. The study argues that the identification of the 
common misconception wi l l  great ly  help the chemistry teachers to developing 
rel iable  instrumenta l approaches that could minimize the existing misconcept ions 
about the chemical bonds and bonding. 
The findings necessi tate recommendations for policy makers and science teachers in 
order to improve the understanding of these important concepts .  I t  i s  obvious that more 
research studies are needed to document student understanding of such concept . 
Furthermore more appl i cation of guided inquiry i s  indeed impOJiant to engage 
\1\ 
tudent in learning of  chemical concept uch a the concept inve t igated in thi 
tudy. Policy maker and curriculum de eloper hould a 1  0 pay attent ion to 
de\ elopment of i l l u trat ive e amples in the curriculum to aid understanding. 
Ke�,,, o rd : Chemi try education, teach ing method , guided-inquiry, chemical bond , 
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Glossary 
A number of tem1in ol ogie that are u ed exten ively in the pre ent study are defined 
a fol l o\\ : 
Alternatil'e framework: Alternative framew ork i a c onceptual framew ork c on i ting 
of many ub-c oncepts that tudents apply to the framew ork in an 
inappropriate c ontext (Taber, 2000).  
Conceptual framework: C onceptual framew ork describe an indi idua l '  general 
background kn owledge ab out a pecific c oncept, for example, chemical 
b ond . 
Chemical Bonding Instrument: Diagn o tic instrument t o  assess tudents' 
understanding of chemical b onding. Thi instrument c onsists of 23 t v  o-tier 
mult iple-ch oice items. I t  i s  an integrated tw o-tier multiple-ch oice diagn o tic 
in trumen! ba ed on the w ork of previ ous studie uch as Peters on, Treagust, 
and Garnett . 's ( 1 9 9) tw o-tier test on BOl1dil1g and Structure and Chemical. 
Ali conception: Taber' ( 2000) define misc oncepti on as "a s imple c oncept i on that 
d ifferent from the d omain-accepted c oncepti on or fr om the de ired 
outcome of teaching and that "; it is in c ontradicti on with the scienti fically 
accepted c oncept i on .  In this study misc oncept i on i s  used to mean student 
idea and beliefs ab out h ow the w orld w orks that are d ifferent than the 
scient ific accepted understanding ( Dykstra B oyle , & M onarch 1 992 ), or 
tudent mistaken answer related t o  s ome scientific c oncepts during the 
learning process ( Uzunt iryaki ,  2003 ) .  
Reasoning ability: Reas oning abil ity was used to den ote the use of reas on ,  especial ly 
to form c onclusi ons, inferences, or j udgn1ents ( Mifflin, 2000). The abil i ty of 
human beings t o  make sense of things, t o  establ ish and verify facts, and t o  
change or j ust ify practices, instituti ons, and beliefs ( Wikipedia 20 1 2) .  
Guided Inquiry: A teaching technique in olves active leaming that emphasize 
que t i oning , data analy i s  and critical thinking as the students fol l ow the 
meth ods t o  invest igate the teacher identified problem (McC omas , 20 1 4, 
xn 
p .50-53 ). A pract i ce  of tud ent l earning ind ep endently t o  d ev el op 
ind ep end ent and crit ical th ink ing k i l l , p ositiv e attitud e and curi o ity 
t oward c i enc e and increa ed achi e\ em ent in b i ol ogical c ont ent ( E inst ein, 
20 1 2 ) . It i a l  0 th e pract i ce  of u ing and l earning c ont ent as a m eans t o  
d ev el op inforn1at i on-proc e  e and probl em- olving k i l l  apabi l i t i e 
( H orl on ,  2007) .  
Student centred learning: Th e t ern1 " tud ent c entred l earning " i u ed t o  m ean an 
approach t o  educati on focusing on th e n eed of th e tud ents, rath er than th os e  
of oth er inv ol ed i n  th e educati onal proc e  . I t  focu s e  on putting th ey 
b ec om e  act iv e part icipants in thinking ab out th eir  own l earn ing th e l earn er 
at th e c entre of the l earning pr oc es wh ereby th ey d e  ign impl em ent, gath er 
infornlat i on,  and rep ort c on elu i ons ( J on es, 2007 ). 
C H A PT E R  
1 . 1 Background 
I . INT RO DUCTION 
In recent year , there ha been much focu on the tudent under tanding of cient i flc 
c oncept . Thi focu ha been dem on trated by the large olume of re earch tudie 
dealing \'. i t ll vari ou level of under tanding of scient ific c oncept in all cientific 
di c ip l ine . As uch, thi area of re earch ha bec ome the 1110 t imp ortant subject of 
science educati on re earch studie ( Talanquer , 20 1 3 ) .  General l y ,  the aim of the e 
tudies i t o  d ocument tudent under tanding fir t and then finding way t o  improve 
student ' under tanding of science c oncept 0 that they can use them for intended 
purp o e . 
M o  t of these research tudies have revealed that many students tend n ot t o  
learn meaningful ly  and thus have had d ifficulty relating what i s  taught t o  them in 
science with other scient ific idea , and with real w orld experiences ( N ovak, 2002) .  
A lternative under tandings are often v iewed as the main impediments to meaningful 
learning of science. This is because the c onstruct i on and rec onstructi on of meanings 
by l earners requires that they acti e ly  eek t o  integrate new kn owledge with the 
exi ting one in their c ognitive structure ( N ovak, 2002).  That is meaningful l earning 
required to c onstruct integrated kn owledge structures ,  which c ontain their pri or 
kn owledge, xperiences , new c oncepts, and other relevant kn owledge ( G ood, 1 984) .  
Many researchers studied the c onnecti on between meaning making and 
learning. These studies have c onsistent ly sh own that students c ome t o  sch ool with 
varying e xperience, ideas , and explanati ons ab out the natural w orld e xplanati ons of 
the natural w orld. The ideas and explanati ons that students generate are often d ifferent 
from th ose of scientist , which has led t o  the introducti on of the term "misconception" 
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and I t  a ociated deri \ ative including alternative framev;orks prec oncept i on , and 
na ive idea . The c omm onality between the e tenn i that they all tend to reflect 
under tanding that i in c ontradict i on v. ith the cientifical ly accepted one. A uch 
the e under tanding tend t o  be re i tant t o  change, per i tent, well embedded in an 
indi\  idual' c ogni t i \  e ec ol ogy, and d ifficult t o  e t ingui h even with in truct i on 
de igned t o  addre them (G lynn, 1 99 1 ) . 
mce new knO\ ledge i s  l inked t o  existing c oncepti ons ,  hence students '  
mi c oncepti on may genera l ly hinder their ub equent learning (Taber, 2000; Palmer, 
200 1 ) . Tim , mi c oncepti ons sign ificantly influence the prom oti on of meaningful 
l earning am ong student . Therefore, many tudies de oted t o  in e t igate the students' 
under tanding of chemical b onding ha e re ealed that tudents had a c onsiderable 
degree of mi  c oncept i ons in vari ous Grade Ie e ls .  These misc oncepti ons are resistant 
t o  change by tradi t i onal teaching meth ods becau e m ost of current tradit i onal teaching 
i s  focu ed on the c ontent of the curriculum and on kn owledge and infonnati on 
transmissi on . 
Al th ough this wi l l  remain an essential aspect ofteaching , it i n o  l onger en ough 
for an effective and st imulating learning process because kn owledge cann ot be 
transmi tted t o  the leaner ' mind by the teacher. Therefore instructi onal strategie other 
than tradit i onal meth ods t o  remediate students' misc oncept i ons sh ould be used in the 
c ontext of the United Arab Emirates ( UAE), the students are n ot immune from such 
learning problems. Infonnal observati on sugge t that students at the sec ondary sch ool 
level experience d ifficult ies in learning meaningful ly, p ossibly due t o  the pre ence of 
such misc oncepti on . In this present study, an attempt i s  made t o  invest igate the level 
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of under tanding of Tenth Grade tudent in the learning of chemi try- the chemical 
b ond . 
1 .2. tud, Background 
Re earch tudie deal ing with tudent under tanding of pec ific cient ific c oncept are 
d i \  er e .  Attempt of inve t igat ing tudent under tanding am ong student c over a large 
range of cience c oncepts. A previ ou ly menti oned, tudies focusing on tudents' 
under tand ing of chemical b onding indicated that tudents had a c onsiderable degree of 
mi c oncept i on and l ow-Ie el understanding in vari ous Grade levels .  The re earch a lso 
ugge IS that i t  i s  d ifficu l t  for mi c oncepti ons t o  be changed by tradi ti onal teaching 
meth od becau e the focus i s  on the c ontent of the curriculum and on kn owledge and 
infom1ati on tran mis i on.  
Infom1ati on tran mi i on and c ontent knowledge i of c ourse a crit ical aspect of 
teaching. H o\ ever, t o  create an effect ive and stimulating learning a appropriate 
instructi onal strategies other than the tradit i onal ones t o  be used to remediate students' 
mi c oncepti ons .  In the current tudy, we try t o  create meaningful learning in students 
ab out chemical b onding, and el iminate their misc oncept i ons. 
Recent research studies h owed that students are often unable to integrate facts 
and formulas, a l th ough they can successful ly s olve mathemat ical problems (Yager, 
2000) .  F or this reas on, one of the main aims of science educati on is t o  make a 
meaningful understanding of science c oncepts. M ost curricular around the w orld seem 
t o  bel i eve in current trends of active teach ing and leaming approaches t o  provide 
leamers with mult iple opp ortunities to organize and re organize their kn owledge by 
using these current trends of teaching and learning approache . Th is i s  because the 
learning proce can only take place if the learner rel ate the new infom1ati on t o  the 
exi ting knowledge. 
At the a rne time, knO\ ledge cann ot be tran mitted t o  the leamer' c ognitive 
tructure fr0 111 textb ook or teachers. In tead, tudent c on truct their kn owledge by 
making l i nks between their idea and ne\ c oncept through the e perience they 
acquIre III h ool or dai l y  l i fe .  These types of experiences can result in assimi lati on in 
which ne\ kn ov. ledge i inc orp orated int o existing c ognit ive structure or t bey can lead 
t o  di equi l i brium in \ hich experience cann ot be rec onci led w ithin the existing 
tructure and acc omm odati on,  where c ogniti e tructure i s  c ontinuously re organized. 
Thus, from this p oint of view, learning is a process of c onceptual change. F or 
thi s reas on,  effective teaching require the teacher t o  c on ider the learners ' per onal 
kn o ledge. I t  i from here that the importance of pri or knowledge and the leamer's  
per pective bec ome m ore important in science educat i on re earch. Therefore , for 
meaningfu l  learn ing t o  occur there must be a pre ence of a suitable c ogniti ve level and 
adequate level of pri or knowledge of t opics to be learned. In the absence of these 
c ondit i ons,  a lternat ive understandings of scient ific c oncepts are m ore l ikely t o  be 
de el oped by l earner , which c ou ld  impede further learning. 
On the other hand , there seems to be a widespread percepti on am ongst 
researchers and teachers that many students find chemistry d ifficult (Carter & 
Brickh ouse, 1 987' Nakhleh, 1 992; Barrow, 1 994 ' Kirkw ood & Symingt on ,  1 996; C ol i  
& Tayl or, 200 1 ). The reas on put forward is that chemistry i s  a c omplex subject 
p ossessing many abstracts and frequently c ounter- intuit ive c oncepts ( C ol i  & Tayl or, 
200 1 ), Furtheffi10re Hawkes ( 1 996) p oints out that there are many alternative 
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conception In  commonly u ed chemi try textbook . One of the e ential 
characteri t ic of chemi try i the con tant interplay between the macro copic and 
micro copic level of thought (Col i  & Ta lor, 200 1 ), and it  i thi a pect of chemi try 
( and phy ic ) learning that represents a ignificant chal lenge to no ice . 
umerou reports SUpp OIi the vie\ that the interplay ben een macro copic and 
micro copic \ orld i a ource of d ifficulty for many chemistry students. Examples 
include the mole concept (G i lbeli & Watt , 1 983 ) , atomic tructure ( Zol ler, 1 990: 
Harrison & Treagust , 1 996), kinetic theory ( Abraham , Grzybowski, Renl1er, & Marek,  
1 992; Stavy, 1 995; Taylor & Col l ,  1 997) ,  thennodynamics ( Abraham \ i l l iamson, & 
We tbrook, 1 994 ), electrochemistry (Garnett & Treagust, 1 992; Sanger & Green­
Bowe , 1 997) ,  chemical change and reacti ity ( Zoller, 1 990; Abraham et a I . ,  1 992 ) ,  
balancing redox equat ions (Zol ler, 1 990) and stereochemistry ( Zol ler, 1 990). 
In chemistry, the tudents hold several alternative understandings in many 
areas such as the mole concept ( Staver & Lumpe, 1 995 ), chemical equil ibrium 
(Gussarsky & Gorodetsky, 1 988 ;  Camacho & Good, 1 989; Pardo & Solaz-Patolez, 
1 995 ), solutions ( Ebenezer & Ericson 1 996; Abraham Wi l l iam on, & Westbrook, 
1 994) and electrochemistry ( Garnett, & Treagust, 1 992 ). Meaningful Ul1derstanding of 
chemical bonds i an example of a topic where students have noticeable difficulty. For 
example, students often face the d ifficulty in understanding the theories concerned 
with the mo ement of molecules and the fOImation of chemical bonds. This becau e 
of their inabi l ity to imagine the movement of atoms and molecules that cannot be seen 
with the naked eyes. As a result, most teachers depend on the use of model to 
represent the structure of the atoms.  
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The ch mical b ond t opic i one of the t opic that require integrati on of pri or 
kn o\\ ledge. F or e ·ample. under tanding chemical b onding require orne physic 
t opic uch a energ and force in addi t i on to c onceptual kn owledge of bi ol ogical 
c oncepts uch a energ tran fer. urthem10re, inabi l i ty t o  i ual ize c oncept and t o  
de\ el op mental m odel for the e c oncept c ould be regarded a one of the rea ons for 
d ifficult ie in under tand ing chemical b onds. 
The t opic  of "chemical b onds " i t  elf i s  an essential t opic in chemistry in order 
t o  omprehend t be nature of chemical react i on and s ome physical propert ies uch as 
b oi l ing p oint .  It therefore impoliant for tudent t o  understand thi c oncept 
c omprehensi\ ely 0 that they can e pand their c ogni t ive tructure. In the UAE, cience 
curricula and the educat i on ystem in general  are n ot quite d i fferent from th ose of 
other c ountrie w orldwide : tudent suffer at a l l  academic levels from difficult ies in 
learning c ience ubj ects in general and in leaming chemistry in  part icu lar. 
1.3. Statement  of Research Problem 
The students wh o have d ifficulty in leaming chemistry, in part icular, chemical b onds, 
are the c ore of the re earch problem of this study. Therefore, this study i mainly 
c oncerned with e xamining the understandin g of Tenth Grade students regarding their 
c oncept of chemical b onds within the c onte xt of the UAE science curriculum of 
ec ondary educati on .  The current research in ass ociat i on with my pers onal teaching 
e xperience in  chemistry has indicated that h igh sch ool students are facing d ifficult ies 
i n  understanding many chemical c oncepts '  important l y  chemical b onds. 
In addit i on ,  many l ocal newspapers and s ome rad i o and televis i on programs 
have d iscussed these pr oblems. A fonner UAE M in ister of Educat i on highl ighted the 
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effort of th educat i onal reform a the AE educati onal sy tern u ffer from many 
pr oblem . m ong th e tat ed problem are l ow-level of tudent achie ement , highly 
centra l ized administrat i on.  l ov level of output in high sch ool s, etc . Therefore, ab out 
900 0 of the ec onda I student need fUl1her academic programmes when enteling 
tertiar educati on. The burden of the e prerequisite programmes c ost m ore than AED 
300 mi l l i on ( AE  Ministry of Educati on .  2009) .  
Man l ocal new paper . uch as Gulf News and The Emirates T oday , ha e 
highl ighted the d ifficult ie the student had in recent year' educati onal forum 
( Emirate T oday, 20 1 0) .  These d ifficult ies n ot only  affect the Ie el of their 
under tanding and academic achievement, but als o  their future tudy of chemi try. 
Th i can be seen in re ults of the terminal examinati ons of ec ondary sch ools 
cert ificate . w }lich h owed a dec l ine in the perfornlance of tudent in chemistry and 
indeed other ubject c ompared t o  other ubjects. This decl ine might be due t o  the 
inabi l ity of the tudent t o  c omprehend the c oncepts of the chemical b onds and their 
interre lat i on t o  other scienti fic c oncepts in learning mathematics and physics .  
Therefore , the decl ine in academic performance suggest that students expelience 
d ifficult ies in under tanding chemistry including the t opic of the chemical b ond. 
On the other hand, Abu Dhabi Educat i onal C ounci l  (ADEC)  has g Iven a 
c onsiderable attenti on t o  the problem of science educati on in the Emirate .  ADEC 
therefore, has prop o  ed to implement effecti e teaching meth ods and strategies for 
improving the academic performance of the students ,  a wel l as adhering t o  the g oa l s  
and p ol ic ies establ ished by the  Ministry of Educati on ( Emirates T oday. 2009 ). In 
addit i on,  the C ouncil publ ished a rep ort on the reas ons for l ow l evels of students '  
achie\ ement in th mirate of Abu Dhabi , which i due t o  the exi tence of difficult ie 
in reading and writ ing among tudent ( Emirate T oday, 2009 ) .  
tat d by the former ini tel' of Educati on,  H . E .  Hammed Al Qatami "The 
,Uini try 0/ Education i taking efJectil'e measures to raise the achie\'ement level 0/ 
tudents there/ore the fifinistlJ' ha e tab/i, hed a centre/or the preparation 0/ school 
leaders il7 o!!aboratiol1 1 I 'ith a British institution. Unh'ersity 0/ Hampton. This Centre 
aims to de" elop the peljormance 0/ the educational leaders for making them more 
capable 0/ impro\ ';ng the academic peljormance a/their students" (Gulf  News , 20 1 0) .  
Man educat or ta lk ab out the p ossible rea ons for l ow level of students 
achievement in di fferent stages in the l ocal med ia such as the newspaper of Emirate 
T oday, m ore o\ er many web site talk ab out the same p oint ( level of achie ement), 
e pecia l l  in the c ience ubject ( Dubai District, 20 1 1 ) . The Dubai Educat i onal Z one 
began introducing an inspecti on system t o  raise tudent achievement levels in Engl i sh 
and cience ubject s imi lar t o  th ose used gl obal ly .  There is appreciable d ifference in 
the science curriculum between private and public sch ools .  This is n oticeable when a 
tudent transfers from the private t o  publ ic sch ool s and vice versa, since every sch ool 
curricu lum is  i ndependent and n ot l inked t o  other sch ools .  
S ome reas ons for decl in ing the achie ement levels of the  students are 
summalized herein bel ow acc ording t o  my own observat i ons that are based on the 
w orks of Welty ( 1 989),  Harris on & Treagust ( 2000 ) ,  and H i l ton & Nich ols  ( 20 1 1 ) : 
• Tradit i onal teaching meth ods used by teachers 
• Limited s ources of learning in s ome sch ools especia l ly  in i solated area 
• Lack of financial supp ort t o  ome sch ools 
• The ab ence of pecial program for gi fted and talented student 
• Lack of invoh ement of teacher in important educati onal deci i on proces e 
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• The u e of l imited as e ment t ool that can be de cribed a authentic and the 
rel iance on tradit i onal a se sment 
• La k of c ommunicat i on between h ome and ch ool 
1 .4 .  Pu rpose of the  Study 
The purp o e of thi tudy i to expl ore levels of understanding of Tenth Grade tudent 
in relat i on t o  elected chemical b ond c oncepts. In part icular, the study wi l l  try t o  find 
ans\>, er t o  questi on ab out :  
1 .  Levels of under tanding of Tenth Grade student i n  re lati on t o  chemical b onds. 
2. The nature of the alternat ive c oncepti ons of student regarding the chemical 
b ond c oncepts 
3.  The impact of tudent centred and guided-inquiry approach as a teaching 
trateg on the achievement of tudents of chemical b ond c oncepts 
4. Effect of tudent gender on the level of chemical b onds understanding and 
c oncept 
5. The relat i onship betvveen tudent reas ol11ng abi l i ty and understanding of 
chemical b ond c oncept 
1.5. Research Quest ions  
This research aims to  an  wer the fol l owing quest i ons  on the Chemical b onds' 
c oncepti ons of the Tenth Grade student in Dubai sec ondary sch ools :  
1 .  What are the  alternat ive c oncepti ons of chemical b onds by the  c oncerned 
student ? 
2.  What i th e nature of th e alt ernat i v e c onc epti on ? 
3 .  H ow did guid ed-inquiry in fl u enc e tud ent ' achi e em ent? 
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4 .  Are th ere  any igni ficant di ffer enc es i n  achi ev em ent attribut ed t o  tud ent 
g end er in guid ed-inquiry and tradit i onal c ont ext ? 
5. H ow d oe lud ent r ea oning abi l i ty affect th eir achi e em ent? 
1.6. Sign i ficant  of the  Study 
Th e ignifican e of th e tudy i threefold .  F ir  t, th e r es earch ha sh own that 
und er tanding of ch emi try in g en eraL and ch emical b onds in particular is d i fficult for 
tud ent ( Furia & Calatayud, 1 996; P et er on, Treagust, & Garn ett ,  ] 989) .  I naddit i on ,  
th e l i t erature larg ely  re\ eal that stud ent ' und erstanding of ch emical b ond i l imit ed 
( B oo, 1 99 : Harri s on & Treagu t 2000; Nic ol l  200 1 ;  Tab er, 2000).  
H ow e\ er, th e revi ev. ed stud i es w ere alm o  t c onduct ed outsid e of th e Unit ed 
Arab Emirat e ( UAE) .  As  a r e  ult , th e UAE stu d ents ' und erstanding of ch emical  
b onds and i t  a s ociat ed misc onc epti ons  remain uncl ear. Th e findings th er efore are 
exp ect ed to un earth quantitati ely th es e  und erstandings and misc onc ept i ons and 
th ereby can pro id e databa e that may guid e futur e t eaching and l earning proc es es . 
This tudy emp l oys a m i xed res earch m eth od approach (quanti tat iv e and 
qual i tat iv e m eth ods) t o  inv est igat e stud ents' und erstanding ab out ch emical b onds and 
h ow thes e  und erstanding are impact ed by th e reas oning proc ess of thes e  stud ents. In 
thi s way, th e pres ent study g oes b eyond th e simpl e id entificati on of c onc epti ons  
r egarding th e ch emical b onds, as i t  a im to provid e explanati ons of the po sibl e impact 
of th e r eas oning proc ess of stud ents on d et erm ining und er tanding l ev el of ch emical 
b onds. 
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On the other hand, the igni ficance of the pre ent tudy can be l inked t o  the 
pic of the inve l igati on it  e lf- the chemical b ond . The c oncept of chemical b ond 
taught in the Tenth Grade tudent i one of the m o  t ba ic c oncept , which is l inked 
t o  other oncept that tudent \\' i l l  tudy in ubsequent year , and a such, i t  i s  
r garded a a prerequi i te  for many imp ol1ant c oncepts uch a s olubi l ity 
edimentati on, the types of oluti ons and chemical react i on .  I t  i therefore important 
t o  ident if le\ el of understanding of tudents at  th i  Grade Ie el 0 that appropriate 
measure can b introduced t o  a l l eviate any sh ortc oming related t o  tudent 
meaningful under tanding of chemical b onds. 
Furthenn ore, an analy i of final exam inati on of the Tenth Grade student in 
the pa t four years in ix sec ondary ch ools in Dubai Educati onal Z one including 
male and female was carried out .  I t  was found that the results of academic 
achievement for student in chemi try ranged between medium and weak c ompared 
t o  the ame student in other subjects uch as physics, bi ol ogy and mathemat ics for 
the ame year . I t  i s  m ore appropriate therefore t o  undertake a study t o  deal with the 
problem of the l ow level of understanding and academic achievement for these 
student . Evidence-ba ed findings s imi lar t o  the findings of this tudy acquired 
through y temat ic data c ol lecti on and analysis wi l l  m ost l ikely provide an ev idence­
based s oluti on .  It is from here that the s ignificance of the present study can be seen . 
1 .7 .  Scope and  Lim itat ions 
This  study i s  l imited to  measure the I e  e l  of understanding and c omprehensi on in 
chemistry acc ording t o  the c oncept of chemical b ond for the Tenth Grade students in 
h 0 sec ondary sch ool s in the Dubai Educat i on Z one. H owever ,  the study t ook place 
over a l imi ted time for one m onth. 
1.8. u m m a ry 
I ::!  
The focu on ludent under tanding of cient iflc  c oncept ha begun t o  gather 
m omentum in recent year j udging by the large olume of re earch tudies deal ing 
\\ ith \ ari ou level of under tanding of cient i fic c oncepts in a l l  cient ific discipl ine . 
Recent re earch tudie al 0 h owed that tudent are experiencing d ifficult ies in 
leaming cientific c oncept , palti u larly chemical c oncepts. Thi has stemmed from 
the wide pread percept i on am ongst teacher that many students find chemistry 
d ifficult .  The rea on ugge ted are that chemi try i a c omple subject p osse sing 
man ab tract, frequent ly c ounter-intuit i  e c oncept . 
Meaningful under tanding of chemical b onds i s  an example of the t opics where 
tudent have n oticeable d ifficulty. F or e ample, the students often face d ifficulty in 
imagining m o\ ement of m olecule and fonnati on of chemical b onds, a they cann ot 
be seen v i th the naked eye . Thus, m ost of the teacher depend on u ing m odels 
representing the tructure of at om . Thu , the t opic of chemical b onds itself i s  an 
e entia I t op ic  in chemistry in order t o  c omprehend the nature of chemical reacti ons 
and s ome pbysical properties such as b oi l ing p oint .  
I t  i s  therefore imp ortant for the students to understand this c oncept 
c omprehensively, s o  that, they can expand their c ognitive structure and schema. 
Therefore .  i t  i s  intended in this study t o  expl ore the levels of understanding of Tenth 
Grade tudents in rel at i on t o  selected chemical b onds c oncept . This invest igati on 
aims at finding relevant answers t o  quest i ons  ab out students' levels of chemical b onds 
understanding and c oncepts with respect t o  the nature of alternat ive c oncept i ons, 
student gender effects impact of student-centred inquiry approach teaching on the 
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tudent ' achie\ em nt, and the relati on hip between tudent rea oning abi l i ty and 
under tanding of chemical b ond c oncept . 
mentI oned previ ou 1 , it i en i i oned that the finding of thi tudy \v i l l  
provide orne quantitati vely answers related to understanding and misc oncepti ons and 
thereb pro\ iding re earch data that may guide teaching and learning proces e in the 
E educati on y tern and c onte - I .  
C H A PT E R  II - L I T E RATU R E  R E V I E W 
2 . 1. I n troduct ion 
In order to take an in-depth v ie\  of tudent under tanding of chemical b ond , thi 
chapter h ow ome imp ortant tudie c oncerned with the ame t opic with m ore detai l  
r lated to tudents under tanding of chemical b ond and related c oncepts , uch as 
nature and characteri t ics of chemical b ond , misconcepti on sh own by students at 
di fferent educat i onal  leve l .  The c ontext and the fact ors that may affect the student's 
level  of under tanding of these chemical b ond c oncepts such as the rea oning abi l ity 
pri or knowledge and pract ical w ork are als o presented and di cussed . 
This chapter rev iew the sch olar ly l i terature that focu es on the importance of 
the ne\ gl obal educati onal trends, which aims t o  strengthen the tudents '  academic 
perfonnance in cience subject , in general ,  and t o  minimize the level of altemative 
c oncepti ons related t o  s ome basic c oncepts in chemi try such a the c oncept of 
hemical b onds.  Many research studies have shed l ight over the new trends in using 
i nn ovative teaching meth od t o  hift the educati onal process from teacher-centred 
approaches t o  tudent-centred learning t o  help tudents in d i fferent levels t o  achie e 
higher perfonnance, gain m ore sel f-confidence and have a deep understanding in 
chemistry. 
This chapter pre ents a review of the retrieved relevant l iterature, which i s  sub­
headed t o  c over spec ific related t opics on the chemical b onds theme; these are i - level 
of students' understanding and misc oncept i ons, ii- nature of the students '  alternat ive 
c oncept i ons, i i i - effects of gender d ifferences, iv- effects of student reas oning abi l ity 
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tudent-centred learning and guided inquiry, and v - tudent related t o  the l ocal and 
reglOnal c ontext. 
2 .2 .  Level of the  tudent '  Understand ing and  Misconception 
earl a the 1 960 , science educati on re earch ugge ted that the teaching and 
learn ing of cient i fic c ontent are greatly enhanced if the student ' pre-exi t ing 
c onceptual framew ork i c onsidered when pedag ogic trategy i pl alU1ed (Ausubel ,  
1 96 : 2000). Thi i becau e the new c ontent has t o  be subsumed int o the exi t ing 
c ogniti \ e tructure of the tudent .  
Man tudie have revealed that students bring with them to science less ons 
certain ideas, n oti ons and explanati ons of natural phen omena that are inconsistent with 
the idea accepted by the scientific c ommuni ty (Osb orn & Wittrock, 1 985 ) .  These 
existing idea are often strongly held resi tant t o  traditi onal teaching and form 
c oherent th ough mistaken c onceptual tructures ( Driver & Easley, 1 978) .  Student 
may underg o in truct i on in a part icular science t opic , d o  reas onably well in a test on 
the t opic, and yet, d o  n ot change their original ideas pertaining t o  the t opic even i f  
these ideas are in c onfl ict with the scient ific c oncepts they were taught ( Barmby, 
2008) .  
Haidar ( 1 99 1 )  and Metz ( 1 996) uggested the need to m odify the meth ods used 
in science curriculum teaching as a need for giving the students m ore opp ortunit ies 
and resp onsibi l i t ies for the part ic ipati on in di fferent act ivi t ies in the c la  sroom. 
S tu dent sh ould be given the opp ortuni ties to ask questi ons ab out any unclear p oints 
during the less ons and sh ou ld  focus on devel oping practical w ork t o  support 
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the oret ical frame\\ ork and make ab tract c oncept m ore clear and imple for the 
tudent t o  under tand the real meaning and c onnect the c oncept t ogether. 
Thu , tudent ' c oncepti on ha e t o  be identi fied 0 that measure can be taken 
t o  help tudent in replacing them \. ith m ore cient i fical ly acceptable c oncepts.  
Student ' under tanding of chemical b onds and related c oncepts have been the focus 
of many researcher w orldwide ( Barker & Mil lar, 2000; Harri s on & Treagu t, 2000; 
Pedr o a & Dia , 2000; chmidt, 2000; Taber & Watt , 2000; Taber, 200 1 ;  C ol i  & 
Tayl or, 20 1 0) .  
Most of the ab o e-menti oned tudies have been c onducted in N orth America 
and European c ountrie to uggest that student suffer from many a lternati e 
c oncepti ons re lated t o  the t opic of chemical b ond . Despite the fact that chemistry is 
\ ery important interdisc ipl inary ubject, a few tudies ha e been c onducted in the Arab 
c ountrie ( Sirhan, 2007 ) .  Unfortunate l y, the ideas am ong students at d ifferent 
educati on Ie e ls  are that chemistry is the m ost d ifficult subject t o  pursue (Carter & 
Brickh ou e, 1 9  7 ;  Nakhleh, 1 992 ; Barrow, 1 994; Kirkw ood & Symingt on, 1 996; C ol l  
& Tayl or, 200 1 ). As such,  student d on obtain a ound and c oherent understanding of 
chemistry c oncepts due t o  the d ifficulties may experience when they learn ab out 
chemistry. 
Many researchers w orldwide tried to investigate th i s  problem as a part of a 
new re oluti on that a ims t o  enhance educat i onal systems in general and students' 
achievement in cience subject, in particular. This i s  because the researchers c onsider 
chemistry as a heart of industrial processes. Many studies have proved that tudents 
sh ow a l ow level of understanding of s ome of the imp OItant and basic c oncepts in  
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chemi try, uch a the t opic of chemical b ond ( Peter on & Treagu t, 1 9  9 ) . They 
cannot understand the relat i on hip between intenn olecular b onding and b oi l ing p oint, 
\', hich i c on idercd a one of the m ost important phy ical propertie (Taber, 1 995) .  
irhan ( 2007 )  u ed qual itative meth od to l ink the re u l t  of previ ou tudies 
ab out the level of tudent understanding of chemi try a er t be pa t tw o decades and 
tried t o  obtain rea on for the l ow Ie el of students '  achievement in chemistry. Sirhan 
found that i - l ow Ie el of student m otivat i on t o  tudy, i i - the way teachers 
c ommunicate curriculum materials t o  students, and i i i - student ' w orking mem ory 
pace were the main rea on behind l ow student perfonnance. Therefore , S irhan 
uggested that, in order t o  impr o e tudents ' attent i on,  a greatest empha is is needed 
on the preparat i on and tudent mati ati on s o  that they achieve better resul ts .  
NaKh leh ( 1 992), in h is  tudy of the impact of teaching meth ods used in high 
ch ool t o  bui ld a g ood under tanding of chemical  b oding and t o  c orrect 
mi c oncepti on , came acro s a number of misc oncepti ons that had an impact on 
tudents '  c onceptual understanding. NaKhleh included high sch ool student and u ed 
the wri tten te t t o  a sess student level of understanding of the c oncept of i onic and 
c ovalent b ond . 
NaKhleh ( 2006) c oncluded that this subject sh owed a variety of 
m i  c oncepti ons  regarding the c oncepts of chemical b onds. Nakh leh suggested that 
rea ons for the fonnati on of these m isc oncepti ons  included : 
) - Tradit i onal ways of teaching are m ostly focused on mem orizati on and l ow 
level of understanding 
1 1 - The a e ment tern uch a teacher e ami nati on 0 er the year with 
re pect t o  chemical b ond that a l  0 focu on memOlizati on 
1 1 1 - The chemi tr cunicu lum it e lf  at the ec ondary, \\ hi h d oes n ot l ink the 
pre\ IOU c oncepts tudent have with new c oncept 
ore o\ er. aKJ1 leh prop o  ed a oluti on t o  increa e tudent ' Ie  el of 
under tanding in chemi try regarding the c oncept of chemical b onds and helped t o  
reduce th level of misunderstanding such a the fol l owing: 
1 ) Improving meth od of asse sment and evaluati on ,  and minimizing the 
number of direct questi on that focus on the keep-in-mind only  
2)  Linking c oncept and previ ous experience for the students wi th  new 
experiences in d i fferent educat i onal levels n ot only  at the sec ondary level but 
al 0 at the university l evel  
3) Preparing the teacher t o  use effect ively meth ods of teaching, where m ost of 
the teachers are using tradi t i onal meth ods that prepare students for the 
examinati ons only  and n ot for leaming 
Gabel ( 1 999) focu ed on the same c oncept of i onic b onding, and c onducted 
investigati on the tudents ' level of understanding and misc oncepti ons in chemistry 
regarding the c oncept of chemical b onds. Gabel used a tw o - tier mult iple-ch oice test 
t o  ident ify students ' kn owledge ab out the c oncepts of chemical b onds .The 
part ic ipants of the study were 1 5  I students wh o were inv olved in studying chemistry 
at the University of Brunei Darussalam at di fferent levels in forth year. Gabel regarded 
his subj ects as having c orrect understanding if the students select b oth the c ontent and 
the reason c orrectly.  Gabel found that students had partial kn owledge of the c oncepts 
and they had exhibited misc oncepti ons  ab out the b ond p olarity. 
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Many tudent th ought that the p olarity of the c o  alent b ond i due t o  i on 
fom1at i on through electronic tran fer and the partial  charge on c ovalent b ond i the 
re ult of e lectron tran fer. Dhind a and Ander on ( 2004) uggested that the chemi try 
curriculum h ould have a l ink between tudent ' pri or kn owledge and current 
knO\\ ledge. They further c ontended that sec ondary ch ool teacher h ould devel op and 
u e effect ive in tructi onal trategies t o  minimize student misc oncept i ons and 
increa e level of under tanding in chemistry. 
T opal, Oral .  and Mu tara ( 2007) investigated students' misc oncepti on 
regarding aromatic c ompounds. Their study aimed t o  in e ligate whether there are 
ignificant tati t ical d ifference between the F irst and Third Grades in Chemistry 
Department in Di ele Uni er ity and the tudents in sec ondary Grade in Turkey. The 
ample c onsi ts of 65students from sec ondary ch ool and 2 1 4  students fr om science 
faculty. They used a descriptive ur ey meth od and written examinati on t o  c ol lect the 
data. At the end of the study they found that there is a statistical s ign ificant di fference 
in the tudent Ie el of understanding regard ing aromatic c ompounds . 
The students at uni ersity level sh owed a high I e  el of ach ievement, whereas 
the sec ondary student sh owed high Ie el of misc oncept i ons. T opal , Ora l ,  and M ustafa 
suggested that i f  p ol icy makers wh o are interested in the educati onal processes want 
t o  raise the level of academic achievement for students and minimize the level of 
misc oncepti on in science in  general and in chemistry in part icular regarding specific 
t opics such as aromatic c omp ounds, chemical b onds and chemical reacti on,  the 
curricu lum sh ould be reviewed and m ore examples and detai l s  shou ld  be emphasized. 
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Taber ( 1 993 ) on the other hand aimed to i l l u  trate h ow tudent level of 
under tanding of chemical b ond c oncept increa ed and the level of misc oncept i on 
decrea ed 0\ er the t ime. H e  u ed a qual itative method through intervie \ s with four 
v olunteer tudents at three tage in their fir t level of chemi try c our e. The interview 
\\ a carried out at three di fferent t ime , i .e .  at the end of the first term ,  at the end of 
the ec ond tem1 and before the final examinati on.  At the end of h is  study, Taber ( 1 993 ) 
found tudent ' le\ el of understanding increased before the final examinat i on because 
m ost of the tudent tudied for the exam inati on and n ot for learning. This trend c ould 
be one of the p o  ible rea on for tudent ' misc oncept i ons regarding chemical b onds. 
In an other tudy, Taber ( 1 994 ) inve t igated the students'  c oncepti on regarding 
i onic b onds. He  found that tudents sh owed g ood level of understanding ab out the 
fonnati on of i onic b onds because of d onating and accept ing electron ; h owever, he 
found the tudent � ere c onfu ed ab out the structure of i onic c omp ounds. Smith 
( 1 987 )  had in1i lar fmding when he aimed t o  mea ure Twelfth Grade students ' level 
of under tanding of the properties of i onic c omp ound . M o  t of the students showed 
misc oncepti on ab out three-dimensi onal nature of i onic b onds. 
Treagust ( 1 999) supp orted the arne findings of Smith ( 1 987 ), and Taber 
( 1 994) .  Treagust ' s  part ic ipants c onsisted of 1 1 9 students aged around 1 4- 1 6  years old 
students. He  used h i s  pers onal experience, a mult ip le ch oice questi on ( MSQ)-based 
e xaminat i on and c oncept maps t o  measure student level of understanding and 
misc oncepti ons.  At the end of the study, Treagust (1 999) found that the c omm on 
misc oncepti ons included: 
1 .  Misunderstanding of h ow metal l i c  and n on-metal l ic elements c ombine t o  fonn 
chemical b onds. 
2 .  Ho\ the \ alence e lectron participate to  [oml chemical bond . 
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3. The impact o [  the t ype o f  bond on the propertie o [  chemical compound uch 
a hardne , melting point,  boil ing and electrical conductivity. 
anou tudie were devoted to helping tudents achie e higher Ie e ls of 
under tanding in chemistry and chemical bond . For e ample, the tudy of Uzuntiraki 
( 2003 )  [ocu ed on the effect of the con tructi ve approach on the tudents ' level of 
understanding regarding the concept of chemical bond . Uzunt iraki ( 2003 ) u ed the 
de criptive method to unmlarize the previous studies about student mi concept ions 
in chemi try. 
Uzuntiraki (2003 ) defined the word mi conception as student ideas, which 
ha\ e been cau ed as a re ult of misunderstanding of commonly accepted scient ific 
under tanding. He sugge ted po sible reason for misconcept ion such as i- the 
weakne of the student ' abi l i ty  to isual ize the re l ation between the atom and 
molecules that can be seen with tbe naked eye and ways to configure the 
interdependence of chemical compound , and i i - the teaching methods used and the 
nature of the chemistry curriculum. 
Boo ( 1 998) showed other possible cause of the misconceptions in Twelfth 
Graders regarding the concepts of  chemical bonds conducting interv iews with students 
in the econdary schools .  Boo found ubiquitous mi sconceptions among students in the 
secondary schools, as most of the students bel ieved that the existence of chemical 
bonds to be a physics property. N icoll ( 200 1 )  added more reasons, which cause 
misconception such a bonding structure, polarity and octet rule .  These findings were 
upported by the fInding of pre iou re earch tudie uch as tho e of Peter on, 
Treagu t, and Garnett ( 1 9 9) ,  and Birk and Kurtz ( 1 999) .  
Coli  and Taylor ( 20 1 0) tried to focus on orne other alternati e concept ion 
related to the ame topic of chemical bond . The ample �tudy con i ted of econdary 
chool tudent and tertiary Ie el chemistry student from ew Zealand and Austral ia .  
The total ample number i about 30students at the age of 1 7- 1 8  in secondary chool 
at the age of 1 9-�0 at uni" ersity Ie el and po tgraduate students at age of 23-26 years . 
The tudy included both male and female students .  The researcher used the inquiry 
approach and depended on d iscussion between the researcher and the students. 
Furthermore, the researchers analysed in-depth the chemistry curriculum, 
Ie on plans, tudent ' lecture note and final examination for the study ample to 
mea ure tudent mental understanding to the topic of ionic and covalent bonds. The 
tudy methods focused on e lectron transfer between di fferent atoms, octet rule and 
molecular orbital theory. At the end of the study, the researchers found that students 
in a l l  levels howed alternative conception rel ated to the topic of chemical bonds. 
Most of the students especia l ly  in secondary schools  bel ieved that ionic bond 
that hold ionic compounds are weak because they observed NaCI,  which is considered 
as an ionic compound. It i s  d issolved eas i ly  in water or crushed easi ly .  Moreover, some 
student beli eved that the covalent bond is stronger than the ionic bond. They thought 
that more bond formation leads to a stronger compound because covalent bonding 
forms single, double and triple bonds.  Others alternative conceptions came from the 
ize of  the ion. 
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orne tudent thought that the bigger the ize of ion the more electron they 
haH and thi lead to tronger bond . The tudy al 0 showed ome al ternat ive 
concepti n among the tudent at di fferent leve ls  related to meta l l ic and non-metal l ic 
nature, \� hich ha in effect, affects the e pectation of kind of bonds fonned between 
metal l i  and non-meta l l ic compound . 
2 .3. Natu re of Students '  Al ternat ive Concept ions 
Man re earch tudies ha e been focusing on the effects of alternative concept ion on 
tudent ' achievement a new global trends. Con equently, many educat ional 
re earcher are relentles Iy eek ing to find the po sible sources of al ternative 
concept ions in cient ific ubject , particularly in chemi try. These concept ions are 
bel ieved to affect tudents '  achievement, a long \ ith their level of under tanding in 
d ifferent academic le \  e ls .  
Talanquer (2006) on the nature of alternative conception in science re ealed 
that many science teachers do not adequate l y  di cus the concepts and understanding 
of their student about natural phenomena. However many of the students '  a l ternat ive 
concept in chemistry appear to be due to an incomplete, l imited and superficial 
explanatory framework about chemical substances and phenomena. 
Christopher and Worcester (2004) findings were in agreement with the 
previous study; both authors bel i eved that learning is an active process ince students 
from d ifferent l evels of achievement reflect on their previous knowledge and 
experience and connected them to new concepts .  This accumulated knowledge might 
cause alternative conceptions for some students, especia l ly with the abstract concepts 
they have d ifficulty imagining. Moreover, the reversibi l i ty of chemical reaction i s  
con ldered a a ource of alternative concept becau e many student fai l  to ee the 
change of tate, di olution, and .other physical tate a a rever ible phenomenon. 
Their tudy conc1ud d the fol lowing point : the teacher hould de ign the lessons 
around po i t i \  e goal , which hould be bui l t  around the model of fundamental 
concept of chemi try to be rna tered and understandable .  
Chiu ( 2007 ) in e tigated other po ible rea on that might cau e al ternat ive 
conception to the student in relat ion to other cientific concepts. The study examine 
the factor that are re lated to alternati e concept ion, the e are :  i - personal experience 
( background , ob ervation, peer interaction media, scientific language u ed inside the 
cla room, textbook , laboratory work ), i i - teacher Ie el of under tanding of the 
chemical concept , and i i i- teaching methods becau e all of those factors affect 
tudent level of under tanding and misconcept ion.  
Taber ( 1 998 )  i n  estigated ome teaching methods being used, which were not 
helping the student to meet scientific standards ;  these things might lead towards 
pre ence more alternati e conceptions in cience; moreover, the scarc i ty of clear 
example and models that could as ist in under tanding the scient ific concepts in the 
chemistry textbook are considered as a ource of alternative conceptions in science. 
Ozmen (20 1 ] )  conducted interviews with Turkish primary students of the age 
behveen 1 0  and 1 4  from Fourth Grade to S ixth Grade. The study concluded that i- the 
d i fficulty of scient ific language used in the concerned Grades was respon ible for 
cau ing students a lternative conceptions in science, i i - lack of formal operat ional 
development and poor v isual ization abil ity of abstract concepts such as the space 
between atoms and atoms size make science subjects more d ifficult  to understand, and 
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i i i - the pre ence of al ternative concept ion in the primary Ie el \ i l l  affect tudent ' 
achie\ ement in econdary chool . 
Tan, Goh, Chia, and Boo (_00 1 )  conducted their tudy in 1 2th Grades looking 
for the rea on behind the pre ence of alternative conception related to the abstract 
concept of chemical bond ( both ionic and covalent ) .  The tudy appreciated the 
importan e of teaching method used and re ealed that the lack of conceptual  map to 
link di fferent ab tract concepts in c ience and chemistry may cause a ltemati e 
concept ion 
2 .4. E ffect of Gender D i fferences 
tudie on the effects of student gender ha e produced ambiguous finding . Genera l ly 
the gender factor may cau e an effect on tudents'  level of under tanding towards 
cience ubject in general and chemistry in parti cu lar. In fact intensive researche 
have taken place in re pect to gender d ifferences to gain  some ins ights into the role 
of inte l l igence, arts k i l l ,  language and reading l i teracy in science education. 
Meece and Jones ( 1 996) probed the potent ia l  factors that might cause d ifference 
betv.. een the male and female student ba ed on their respective academic achievement 
in Turkey. The candidate factor were motivation, students' abil i ty, and biological 
d ifferences. Meece and Jone also analysed the students ' GPA in the universi ty and their 
previous score in  h igh schools .  Student part ic ipated in the study were ( l 0343 ) and 
they were chosen equal ly .  The study found that the female tudents general ly showed a 
high degree of achievements a most of them were detem1ined to jo in the university in 
contrast to the male students who showed Ie s interest in joining universi ty .  H i l lman and 
Rothman (2003 ) got s imi lar findings when they investigated the effect of gender 
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di fference regarding academic motivation a a factor that may have a direct l ink to 
tudent ' achie\ emen t .  
Ru i l lo and Aria tudy (2004) ,  e en though concerned with language a pect, 
found that female tudent howed better achie ement both in language and in arts .  
Furthennore, the female tudent howed intrinsic moti ation, whereas the male 
tudent howed extlin ic moti ation. On the other hand, both female and male tudents 
showed the ame perfonnance in mathematic . Yet, aderi, Abdullah, A izan, Sharir, 
and Kumar ( 20 1 0 ) im e t igated the effect of gender di fference on both intel l i gence and 
tuden! achie\ ement . The sample of the study consi sted of 1 05 male and 48 female 
tudent . 
A l l  of the participants were Iranian undergraduate tudents in Malaysian 
uni\ ersi t ie . Praatm ( 1 999 ) found that there were no igni ficant d ifferences between 
male and females regarding the intel l igence. Moreover, there were no relationships 
between inte l l igence and academic achievement . The findings of this study however 
contradicting both Lee ( 1 996), and Mul l is Martim, Gonzales, and Kenned ( 2003 ) who 
found d ifferent results related to the s ign ificant relationship between the variables 
in estigated; howe er, the study of Praatm ( 1 999)  had some l imitations because they 
only focused on Cumulative Grade Point Average ( CG PA )  to measure students' 
achievement . In addit ion,  the study participants only included Iranian students. 
Eceles, Adler, and Mecce, ( 2003 ), summarized the previous l iterature about 
gender d ifferences and academic achievement toward l iteracy because i t  may cause an 
effect on students ' academic achievement on di fferent subjects, when they suffer from 
di fficult ies i n  reading or writ ing as it w i l l  d irectl y  affect their results i n  both oral or 
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\'v ri t ing examination . taf: l ien ( 200 1 ) found that there are ignificant di fference 
between male and female in academic achie emen!. Mo t of the time boy howed 
better le\ el in cience and mathematic but in reading and \,,'riting female howed better 
achie\ ement. 
The tud of Fa inger ( 1 995 )  support the arne idea. According to Fassinger 
the hlghe t achie\ ement of girls in reading and writing is due to biological factors 
becau e the abil i t of  girl to pel l the word and talk i found higher than of the boys 
in the earl chi ldhood. Thi k i l l  may affect their achievement in academic l i fe.  
Lackland and Li  i ( 200 ] ) investigated the effect of gender on the students' att itudes in 
\\ i tzerland towards c ience as a factor that may affect students '  academic 
achievement. The par1 icipants cho e randomly from three d ifferent regions in 
witzerland covering about 1 000 of adul ts  from Grade 1 2  and over 473 male and 527 
female 
Lackland and Lisi ( 200 1 )  u ed quanti tat ive methods by applying a telephonic 
urvey to find that in Switzerland, the men showed higher level of cientific 
knowledge and posit ive attitude towards cience subjects than women did .  Tobin 
( 1 994) upported the hypothesi s  of gender d ifferences towards science and academic 
achievement . The report published by the National Research Counci l  (NRC)  in 1 996 
and in 1 998 showed that boys did better in mathematic and science subject in general 
than girl in the USA.  
Ritt le (200 1 )  measured the level of basic ski l l s  of problem solving strategies 
and the effect of gender and Grade level on the acquisi tion of the problem solving. 
The researcher used 1 4 ]  o luntary students from a l l  levels to participate in the study. 
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At the end of the tudy female participant bO\ ed high Ie el o fba ic k i l l  regarding 
problem olving in ph ic than males in Turkey. oreo er, the tudent gender 
affected the trategie , which the partic ipants used. 
The finding of Hu and Kuh ( 2002) upported prevlOu findings ; they 
im e tigated the arne topic ( effect of gender ) and their study conc luded that there 
\\ ere signi ficant d i fference between male and females regarding science ubject in 
general becau e c ience ubject need h igher Ie el of mental and thinking k i l l s  to 
find a relation hip behveen cau e and effects .  In addition to this, they contended that 
ome part in cience such a problem olving and clas ification are complex 
problem . Each tep need di fferent k i l l . These cau e have direct effects on 
tudents ' level of understanding, tudent ' attitude toward science and leads to the 
formation of some misconceptions such a most of the student bel ie e that science i s  
complex and difficult .  
2 .5 .  Effect  of Student  Reason ing  Abi l i ty 
Many researchers in  the recent years have focused on the students' reason ing abi l i ty  
a a factor that  may affect student ' achievement and leve l  of understanding of cience 
ubj ects. Chastain  ( 1 992)  in estigated students '  reasoning abi l i ty as a factor that may 
affect tudent achie ement in the secondary school especia l ly in  Twelfth Grade of 
science track.  The tudy deal t  with three major points :  
1 .  If there i any re lationship benveen students gender and their academic 
achievement 
2. If there is any relationship benveen students gender and their reasoning abi l ity 
3. I f  there i s  any relationship benveen students (GPA)  and their reasoning abi l i ty 
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The partic ipant elected randomly and con i ted of 1 1 5 student from Clence 
track in Twelfth Grade. Cha tain ( 1 992) appl ied a te t of logical thinking and tudents 
had to choo e both COlTec! an er and the rea on for the e answers; the tudy 
re\ ealed that i- female tudent howed high academic achie ements than male ; i i ­
male how a higher performance related to the rea oning abil ity te t and i i i - related 
to the tudent (GP ) .  female showed a higher achievement in mathematics, physics 
and chemi try. Howe er the study ha l imitation in the sample number becau e males 
ba\ e greater in number than female ( 82 boy and 33 girl s ) ;  some participants were 
al 0 ab ent during the urvey study. 
Engle, Tuhol ki, Laughl in ,  and Conwa ( 1 999)  selected randomly 1 20 
tudent from both genders to part ic ipate in their study. Each participant subject to the 
American Col lege Te t ( ACT) to mea ure the student 's  achie ement: the col l ected 
data were quantitatively analysed. Their study unvei led a direct relationship between 
tudents reasoning abi l i ty in science and mathematics and that their academic 
ach ievement largely  depends on this .  
Moreo er,  the re earcher focused on other factor that may affect the results 
such as age of  the students, number of hours each participant studies per week, and i f  
the participants had chi ldren . A l l  of this information w a  col lected from the personal 
data sheet. At  the end of the study, Dearya and Stough ( 1 996) found that there were 
s ignificant d ifferences between student achievement in science and their reasoning 
abi l i ty  but this study also had a l imitation because i t  focused only on A frican American 
students .  
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lement (200 1 )  aimed at inve tigat ing i f  there i any relationship beh\ een 
tudent rea oning abi l i ty and academic ach ievement. The tudy sample wa elected 
randomly [rom elementary and econdary chool ( th, 1 0th, and 1 1 th Grades), and 
con i ted of30 tudent from each Grade. Clement found that rea on ing abi l i ty affect 
tudent a hievement in di fferent Grade and mo t of the student , will do better, if 
they are xamined on recent infornlat ion rather than i f  the te t contains infonnation 
from t\\ O or three year earl ier. 
2.6.  Student-Cent red Learn ing  and G uided I nq u i ry 
tudent-centred learning can be vie\ved as an approach in which the learners are the 
centre of learning proce while the teacher take on the role of faci l itator than 
in tructor. In thi approach teachers and textbook, only guide and manage the teaching 
trategy and direct the learning proce s during the class t ime. Student-centred learning 
i con idered as one of the most important trategie used to involve student in the 
c la room and lead h im towards sel f  and in depth learning ( Welty, 1 989) .  
Jones ( 2007) t ri ed to defl lle a tudent-centred classroom as a new teaching 
approach aimed to help students towards meaningful l earning and h igh perfornlance 
i n  his study. He sugge ted that students do not depend on their teachers a l l  the t ime; 
they only wait for instructions advice or words of approval .  Students get most benefits 
by communicating with other, as wel l as learning from each other to enhance their 
achievement. Jones summarized the conclusion of  many studies related to the same 
topic ( student-centred learning) and provided many advices for both students and 
teachers to help them to achieve academic succe s. 
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The gu ided inquiry approach would help tudent to increa e their sel f­
con fidence, a l l  tudent in the c Ia room are recognized, their pre ence in ide the 
cia room i valued and they are welcome. Moreo er, teacher i l l  have high 
expectation from their tudent . Al l  teacher hould bel ie e that all tudents in their 
cla r om having d ifferent Ie  el ; therefore, they are part icipating in di fferent ways 
uch a in reading. reflective writing, group di cus ion, group act ivit ie and practical 
\vork. 
any studies sugge t di fferent l earning strategies to help in rais ing tudent 
part icipation to be acti e in the cla sroom and help them to be the centre of leaming 
proce in both chool and cia room environment . So as to increase their level of 
under tanding and achievement, especia l ly  in c ience subjects as chemistry. This i s  
becau e many tudents often show low level of perfonllance and they belie e that 
chemistry i the most d ifficult  subject in science because it  deals with the ab tract 
concepts ( Fl ick & Bel l ,  2000) .  
wagno (2006) uggested a number of strategies for increasing student 
perfonllance and minimizing the level of misconceptions that re lated to the basic 
concept in chemistry. Among the suggested strategies are : 
1 .  Giving tudents enough t ime to think and answer the questions .  
2.  Acknowledging and discussing aides in the c lassroom 
3. Leading students towards right answer and an in-depth learning 
4. Encouraging students to ask question ins ide or outside the classroom 
5. Making sure that all groups have a clear direction in di fferent activit ies 
6. Providing students with d ifferent mental abi l i ty the same opportunities to 
interact with the teacher in an individual way 
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hyman ky, Hedge , and Wood\ orth (1 990) tried to inve t igate the be t \\'ay 
for increa ing tudent achievement and leading tudent of di fferent abil it ies toward 
active part ic ipation in the cIa room. Turner and PatJick (2004) sugge ted that student 
partic ipat ion i one of the be t way that leads most of the tudent towards in-depth 
learning. They al 0 ugge ted mot ivation as the be t way to guide tudents towards a 
higher achie\ ement, e pecia l ly  with students who are poorer achie es in science 
ubject and chemistry. 
Turner and Patrick ( 2004) focused on the effect of the participation of 1\vo 
student in mathematic cIa during both S ixth and Se enth Grades on the level of 
perforn1ance during the year. They employed motivation to enhance student 
part ic ipation and guide them towards a high perfom1ance.  Their study aimed to 
ob erve and code tudent part icipation in attempt to l ink it  with student achievement. 
Turner and PatJick concluded that more po it i e and act ive part ic ipation in  the 
cIa room (e .g . ,  more student-centJ'ed activi t ies) would lead the tudents towards high 
achievement and decrease level of alternat ive conceptions related to the basic 
infom1ation in the science subjects. Howe er their findings can be questioned in  a 
sense that they might be affected by many factors such as moti ation, teaching 
methods u ed inside the classroom scbool and c lassroom environment. 
Combs and M i l ler (2006) focused on the same point of that the effect of 
tudents '  partic ipation and teacher's guidance in the classroom on the student 
performance. Their study carried out wi th wenty students who were c lassified into 
wo major groups:  i- act i e students, those who part icipated greater during d i fferent 
class act ivi t ies and, i i - passive students, those who are kept themselves away from any 
cla sroom discussions or acti vit ies .  Both groups completed a three-part questionnaire 
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con i t lOg of 24 que tion , along with a demograph ical que tion. Comb and M i l ler 
concluded that tudent-centred learning and teacher guidance noticeably increa ed not 
only the level of under tanding and achievement , but al 0 the tudent elf-e teem. 
furthennore, the level of under tanding and part icipation in the cIa room wi l l  
continua l ly  increa e when teacher plan Ie son and acti i t ie  , which are rele ant to 
tudent culture and env ironment . 
Prensky ( 2007 ) reached a conclu ion imi lar to that of Ral l i  ( 1 995 )  that 
tudent centred learning is the be t way to increa e tudent achievement and decrease 
le\ e J  of misconception in cience ubjects. Darl ing and Bran ford ( 2005 ) introduced 
what the tern1 "deeper learning", which is an idea based on tudent-centred learn ing 
a one way to help student to accelerate their learning and achievement. I n  addition, 
Hme lo- ih  er, Duncan, and Chinn ( 2007 )  considered tudents-centred learning as a 
critical and creati ve way to increa e student achievement because it reduce stress in 
the c la room and gives students more self-confidence. 
Kramar ki  ( 2003 ) reviewed many studie on student-centred learning 
conducted in d ifferent settings. Kramarski acknowledged the studies of Johnson and 
Smith ( 1 99 1 ) , Tier, Roth and Kampmeier (200 1 ), and Mazur ( 1 997) ,  which 
highl ighted the potential benefits of student-centred approach to both teachers and 
students. Student-centred learning maintains teacher-student class interact ion within a 
guided-inquiry en ironment. In addi tion, teacher-student class interaction found to 
have an impact on the student perforn1ance and learning outcomes. 
Kriewaldt, ( 2006) considered active participation in classroom as a valuable 
behaviour because i t  provides students with d ifferent opportunit ies to learn and 
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practice nev" learning knowledge� it a l low tudent to e plain their rea oning behind 
their an wer and behaviour in ide the cIa room, and thereby become more active 
and ngaged in learning. In addition, tudent paI1 ic ipation in tudent-centred learning 
might pro\ ide teacher with clear idea about tudent ' level of understanding and 
gi\ e them more opportunitie to e aluate teaching method used in the classroom 
( Land & Hannafin,  2000) .  
2.7.  tud ies Related to Local and Region a l  Con texts 
The l iterature revie\ revealed that there i a carci ty of scholarly studies on this thes i s  
topic in the  context of the UAE.  However, a few tudie were conducted in some Arab 
countrie , v. hich are imi lar to the UAE context. The studie that were conducted in 
the Arab world focu ing large ly on the problems e perienced by learners which ha e 
led to low le\ els of  under tanding and academic achievement because many 
re earcher bel ieved that by d iagnosing the causes of the problems, i t  wi l l  help them 
in  fmding appropriate solutions to these problems ( Abdulaziz, 1 97 1 ) . 
Malkawi ( 1 994 ) focused of  the importance of changing the traditional teaching 
methods to meet the need of students by using attract ive teaching strategies, and 
focu ing on the students as the centre of learn ing process because it  impro es cognit ive 
ski l ls ,  and develop creative thinking. According to this study, the researcher said, "the 
1011' level of understanding and academic achievement is a reflection of what both 
teachers and students suf ering, believe convictions, and practices about learning" (p :  
28 ) .  The most important flnding of the study was that the  teachers must be con inced 
that they should also learn from their students since classroom interaction i s  
considered as a two-way learning process between teacher and students. I n  addition 
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teacher have to cooperate � ith tudent in tead of giving them har h orders in the 
cIa room 
A I Deeb and Ii ( 1 973 ) tudied potent ia I factor rel ated to the 10\ Ie el of 
under tanding among Egyptian econdary tudent and concl uded that two factors 
might be the cau e of low-level performance, the e were per onal and en ironmental 
factors. They sugge ted for further studie to investigate tudents' level of inte l l igence, 
rea oning abi l ity, and um i l l ingnes in relation to academic performance and 
achievement in cien e ubjects. 
Zytoon ( 1 986) emphasized the impoltance of scient ific concepts in respect of 
u ing those concept as a source of understanding the urround ing natural phenomena, 
interpretation and contribute to 01 ing everyday problem .  Jamal ( 1 9 8) conducted a 
question-based tudy on the abstract concepts of secondaJY students. The intention of 
Jama l ' s  tudy was t o  de  elop a better W1derstanding and improving mental abi l i t ies 
about abstract concept regarding the scientific subj ects .  Therefore, i t  is easy to l ink 
the new concept to the old ones when the science teachers use teaching strategies that 
help students to participate acti ely in the educational process by using a guided­
inquiry approach.  
Employing inquiry approache in the laboratory activit ies ha e drawn the 
attention of many researchers. Zogrob ( 1 990) confirmed that the use of the inquiry 
approaches in laboratory work is considered as the foundation of the education process 
not only at the secondary level, but also at the university leve l .  Those approaches could 
assist in helping abstract concepts to be c learer and understandable through the 
experiments and direct observation in terms of using the senses. 
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oor ( 1 99 ) focu ed on the ubject of cient ific rea oning becau e i t  i 
con idered a a good indicator of tudent Ie el of under tanding. oor studied 1 90 
tudent in E leventh Grade in Yemen to an \ er three que tions related to tudent ' 
rea oning abi l i t  and e amining its in fluence on tudent ' level  of under tanding and 
le\ el of mi con ept ion . oor found a posit ive a ociation between tudents' level of 
rea oning abi l i ty and academic achievement. In addition, the researcher found a 
po i t i \  relation bet\ een the u e of cientific rea oning as a teaching method and the 
de\.elopment of tudent cientific ski l l s  because when students know the real reason 
for d ifferent cientific phenomenon it reduces the level of mi conceptions in science 
and lead them toward high Ie e l  of achie ement and thereby enriching their 
under tanding. 
Zakaria and Sadeik ( 2000) focused on the importance of the e a luation process 
of the cientific concepts that u ed by the student for the fol lowing reasons i- to 
mea ure the tudent's abi l i ty to connect new concepts with the previous concepts, i i ­
to measure student's abi l i ty to apply scientific  concepts in learning process, i i i - to 
measure student's abi l ity in the interpretation of scient ific phenomena using concepts 
l earned, and to measure the student's abi l ity to appl ied scient ific concepts in problems 
o lv ing. Al Hur (200 1 )  investigated the level of students' achievement in Saudi Arabia .  
Thisstudy showed the importance of determining the levels  of success in the clas room 
interaction of students corresponding to the learning resources a ai lable in the 
c lassroom environment. 
A l  Qutaami ( 2005 ) investigated the potent ial roles of the science teachers in 
designing effective l essons at A l  Mosel secondary schools ( Iraq) for encouraging the 
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tudent to actively partic ipating in the cia room act i \  it ie . The tudy found that that 
the de ign of effective Ie on could a i t in attract ing more tudent to part ic ipate in 
cla room acti i t ie and col laborati e v. ork to achieve effective learning and increase 
their le\ el of under tanding of the cient ific concept . 
A I -Dagani ( 200 ) focu ed on the arne topic the l evel of scientific rea oning 
but among univer i ty tudents. He al 0 stu died the a ociation between gender, 
teaching level and specia l ization and the development of rea oning abi l i t ies .  The 
Law on te t for rea oning abi l ity \ as appl ied randomly to 320 male and female 
tudents .  At the end of the tudy, the researcher concluded that there were s ign ificant 
di fferences in student abi l i ty of scient ific reasoning according to their special izations; 
their study level ba ed on their prior knowledge and experience. 
There \,'ere no ignificant d ifferences between students' gender and scient ific  
rea oning abi l i ty .  The study recommended that teacher should use act ive learning 
trategies uch as inquiry and student centred approache and de ign attractive 
c la  sroom activit ies to enhance the reasoning k i l l s  of di fferent science subjects, which 
develop posit ive attitudes towards active learning; and establ ish good interactive 
relationships among the students .  
Khtayba (2005) showed that the most important reasons for the formation of  
al ternat ive conceptions among students were results of wrong teaching methods and 
absence of l inkage between the curriculum and a student rea l - l i fe and student's 
motivation to l earn, which in turn is reflected in the tudents '  Ie el of performance and 
lead to the reluctance of students to enrol in major scient ific  discipl ines .  
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Al-Khl i l i  ( 1 995 ) recommended to the cience teacher to en ure that there i a 
pr per balance in-c la and outc la acti i t ies in telln of time management. This t ime 
management was found to play a crucial role in increa ing the tudents' academic 
achie\ ement . The tudy provided some important recommendation for both students 
and teach r to rai e the l evel of academic achie ement as the fol lowing: 
1 .  Tea her m u  t be intuit i e ly ready to take appropri ate decisions in a hort t ime 
to en ure the continuity of  the educat ional proce s in the classroom. 
2 .  Student and teacher hould think in depth about ski l l s  now and in the future. 
3. Teacher hou ld  focu on three key points whi le planning a les on, interest, 
learning b fun and interaction bet" een teacher and student. 
4. Teacher to be rea l i st ic i n  the dutie required by the student ins ide and outside 
the clas room .  
5. Teacher and student should organize priorit ies and tasks to be accompl i shed 
and requested by the school administrat ion. 
Time management i an important part of  planning for the future, which was 
the topical theme of A I -Hur's study (200 1 ) that focused on the ways to raise the Ie el 
of understanding and academic achievement for tudents, especia l ly  at the secondary 
school level .  In thi  tudy, Al -Hur argued the beha iour of students, teachers and 
educators would determine the future of the learning process. They must real ize that 
changing the curricul um especia l ly in science subject along with teaching methods 
and learning techniques is indeed necessary to cope with the future chal lenges. A l l  
cumcula must be  based on the  development of students' ski l ls ,  both in the private and 
pub l ic  schools .  Therefore, these curricula should fu lfi l  the requirements of future 
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labour market in order to avoid the problem of  unemployment i t  con equence 
withm the community. 
oreover, Al -Hur empha ized that teacher and tudents hou ld de elop 
reclpro a l  and mutual respect. The teachers hould be just in treating all learner 
equal ly, e p c ia l ly the slow learner . It i important for teacher to motivate and teach 
them � ith mainstream tudent by applying di fferent learn ing method . AI-Hur 
ugge ted everal recommendation including: 
• Focusing on the comprehensive development of students mental l y, 
ph ical ly and emotional ly .  
• Understanding tudent and their concerns and ful l y  engage them m 
cla room . 
• Diver i fying technological l i teracy and de eloping the k i l ls of students 
in the field of infomlation communication technologies. 
• Acti ating the role of the famj ly  and community institutions 111 the 
educational process .  
• Encouraging creative thinking and scient ific innovation of the students 
and teacher . 
A l  Deep ( 1 998)  upported the previous points uggested by AI-Hur (200 1 ) . Al  
Deep ( 1 998)  focused on the inlportance of  the use of a method of reward and 
encouragement for all students despite the di fferences in students ' level of 
achievements. Zafer (2009) showed that continued encouragement helps to increase 
the student's self-confidence and motivation to leam, especial ly when students ha mg 
l earning difficult ies .  
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On the other hand, Emarb ( 200 1 )  focu ed on the need for building the 
curriculum on the idea of integrated cience to help tudent to build their knO\ ledge 
through the ent ire cience ubject becau e mo t tudents complain about the lack of 
correlation between tbe cience curriculum in d ifferent ubject or in arne ubject in 
di fferent Grade. The educator therefore mu t focus on aspect when developing 
cience curricula that real l  make meaningful leaming achievable and rea l i st ic .  
Cunicula hould pre ent cience not ju t a abstract concepts far from our dai ly  l i fe 
activi t ie , but al 0 a a ource of inventions that helped to make our l i fe easy ( A l -Hur 
200 1 ) . 
Awaj y  (2009) pointed out that the organization of a large number of 
interrelated concepts i based on the existence of relationships between these concepts 
of atom, element and compound. The e relation hips wi l l  lead to better achievement, 
becau e the proces of bui ld ing interrelated concepts passes through three steps : 
1 )  Di  covering the concepts through experiment or observat ion, 
2) Organizing the concepts, and 
3 )  Dividing the concepts on  basis  of common characteristics. 
Kuthr (20 1 2 ) stres ed the importance of developing scienti fic curricula in 
Jordan to increa e students level of performance in science as a re ult of the new 
revolution in education field a l l over the world ;  moreover, she recommended to 
included more example and models for the abstract concepts to be easy to understand, 
students in a l l  level should apply  their knowledge and connect the scient ific concepts 
to find the scient ific solution for dai l y  problem. 
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Man our ( 20 1 4 )  focu ed on the importance of  tudying the cient ific concept 
and the impact of mi conception on the tudent ' achievement . The study confim1ed 
that the cientific concept i not a vv ord, but i connected in logical \ ay \ ith other 
concept to i l l ustrate pecific phenomenon more over the teachers must gradual 1y the 
pre ent concepts uch a atom , molecular, e lement and compound 0 a to faci l itate 
the proce of l inking d i fferent concepts in the scientific way. 
2.8. Summary 
Thi chapter pre ent finding of previou re earch tudie related to the present study. 
Many of the reviewed tudie were found to be concerned with the topic of students '  
level of under tanding, mi concept ions and related factors that  might ha e an impact 
on tudent \ ariables uch as students '  gender, rea oning abi l ity and teaching methods .  
They found that  those interfered with student perfom1ance. The reviewed l iterature 
argue that teacher hould deal wi th the student' mind ju t as a computer deal with 
information, which needs to organize fi les and input data. Teachers mu t make efforts 
to l ink the concept in the mind of the students using fami l iar examples from the 
environment or through scient ific explanations. 
The studies reviewed above showed that students often suffer in chemistry and 
m concepts associated wi th chemical bonds a a result of many factors such as 
curriculum, teaching methods used, evaluation tools, socia l  and personal factor (Carter 
& Brickhouse ] 987 ;  Nakhleh, 1 992;  Barrow, 1 994; Kirkwood & Symington, 1 996; 
Coi l & Taylor, 200 1 ; Dhindsa & Anderson, 2004' Topal 2007) .  Student gender was 
a lso considered as one of the important factors that may affect student level of 
understanding. 
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A number of re earch tudie have focused on the factor , v" hich might have a 
direct effect on the tuden! ' di fference I toward academic achievement between the 
[\'\10 gender . Among the e effect are moti ation, student ' abi l i ty and biological 
di fferences. Some tudies how that male student reached to a high level of 
achievement in cience and math and female tudent got high achievement in art and 
language ( Dayioglu & Asik, 2004; Rusi l lo & Arias 2004 ; Naderi, Abdul lah, Aizan 
barir. & Kumar, 20 1 0) .  
Rea oning abil i ty i s  another factor that contributed to student understands level 
of chemi try and chemical bond concepts: i t  is al 0 affected by the teaching strategie 
u ed. Many re earch tudie found a direct relation between student rea oning abi l ity 
and their academic achie ement . For example, students who have high reasoning 
abi l i ty were found to reach higher Ie el of academic achievement much faster than 
tudent who have lower Ie el of rea oning abi l ity (Y i lmaz & Alp 2006).  
The tudy reviewed abo e also howed the importance of tudent centred 
teaching and guided-inquiry as a viable approach to teaching science and chemistry in 
part icular. The reviewed research studie ha e c learly establ ished a l ink between 
student performance in cience and the student centred approaches and guided-inquiry 
used by teachers ( Welty, 1 989;  Jones 2007) .  
The research studies re iewed and presented in th i s  chapter served as a 
foundation to support the design and implementation of the present study by providing 
a framework through which analyses of student understanding of chemical  bonds 
concepts can be viewed. Learning chemical bonds concepts is a vital to all students as 
i t  represents a core foundation to understanding other chemical and scient ific concepts .  
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Furthermore, the ynthesi of re earch pre ented in thi chapter revealed that 
the under tanding Ie el of student could be rai ed and improved by u ing addit ional 
viable teaching approache uch a tudent centred and guided-inquiry approache . I t  
i s  intended in thi tudy therefore to reveal ho tudents conceive the concepts of 
chemical bond , th ir  nature of  these concept ion and the value of using student 
centred and guided-inquiry a an alternati e teach ing method to raise the level of 
under tanding of the e concept . 
C H A PT E R  I I I  - M E T H O DO LOGY 
3. 1 .  I n troduct ion  
Re earch methodology direct the re earcher in planning and implementing the tudy 
in a " ay that i s  010 t l ikely to achie e the intended goal .  I t  i s  a blueprint for conduct ing 
the tudy ( Walker, 2005) .  Th is  chapter de cribe the re earch design and methodology, 
including the context, the part icipants, the design, in truments u ed, and the data 
col lection and analy i and procedures. 
Thi tudy in e t igate students'  level of understanding and mi conceptions 
related to the topic of chemical bond in the context of two public secondary schools 
in Dubai Educational Zone. This chapter introduces the methodology of the study. The 
chapter i divided into ection . The first section of this chapter de cribes the context 
of the study. The second ection describe the population in 01 ed in this tudy 
\ hereas the third ection deals with research tool used to implement the study. The 
final section provide detai l s  about how data were analysed and presented. 
3.2 .  Context 
This  tudy focuse on measuring the level of students understanding of both male and 
female students in Tenth Grade at two secondary schools in Dubai Educational Zone. 
The invest igation aims at exploring the possible rea ons for students' low achievement 
in chemistry. The concepts of chemical bonds are incorporated first ly  into the UAE 
science curriculum a t  8th Grade in the  public schools .  The chemical bonds and bonding 
are given as general information, whereas this topic i s  emphasised comprehensively in 
Tenth Grade as described in (Table 1 ) . 
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I t  i important to carr out an in\'e t igation lDce cience education i regarded 
a a comer tone in the evolution of the ociety. In the pre ent study, I hope that the 
findmg wi l l  highl ight the impact of teach ing method ( guided inquiry approach),  
gender and tudent ' rea oning and under tanding abi I i ty and mi concept ion 
regarding the concept a ociated \ ith chemical bond . 
3.3. Partic ipants 
Thi tudy wa carried out with 1 40 tudent ampled out from 260 students drawn 
from two public secondar chool in the Dubai Educational Zone. Out of 1 40 
partic ipant , there wer 68 male and72 female. The classes were elected randomly 
from Tenth Grade of two public econdary chool in Dubai Educational Zone.  The 
chools involved \'v'ere elected on the purpose of convenience, as the researcher i a 
teacher at one of the e chools .  The selected sample i considered homogeneous in 
tenns of  abi l ity and age. 
The majority of the part icipants were UAE cit izen and some of them were 
other Arab national i t ie ( Egyptians, Jordanians, Palest in ians, Sudanese, Syrians, etc . ), 
whereas their age ranged between 1 4- 1 6  years , with various level of  academic 
achievement (excellent to weak) .  Such arious levels in the students '  achievement are 
l argely  attributed to school records, pol icies and treaming. The number of students in 
each class was between 27and 30 .  The topic of chemical bonds is given briefly  in the 
E ighth Grade science curriculum, whereas i s  broaden in the Tenth Grade curriculum. 
3.4. Design 
The study employed a mixed approach to collecting data. Both quasi -experimental 
quantitative designs as well as qual i tative designs in the fonn of interv iews and 
cla sroom observations were used in this study. By using both qual i tative and 
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quantitat ive approache ( mixed method ), the re earcher tried to achie e the target of 
th i  re earch to arrive at  val id and acceptable an wer to the research que t ion . For 
the quantitat i v e part,  the re earcher appl ied many tools .  
Pre-po t-te t related to the topic of chemical bond and the Law on te t for 
rea oning abi l i t  were u ed. By uti l izing pre-te t , the re earcher aimed to measure the 
tudent ' point of rea on and their plior knowledge related to the is ue of chemical 
bonds. In re pect to this, both control and e perimental groups were at the same degree 
of perfonnance a revealed by the data analy i chemical bonds test . 
The po t-test aimed at measunng the effect iveness of treatment method 
( student-centred and teacher-guided-inquiry) on the students '  level of understanding 
of chemical bonds and level of as ociated al temative concept ions. On the other hand, 
Lavvson ' te t was used to measure the student ' level of reasoning abil ity, as well as 
to find whether there i s  any l i nk between tbe level of students '  reasoning abi l i ty and 
their achievement in science ubject in general ,  and in chemistry, in particu lar. 
The qual i tative part i s  appl ied through the use of interviews with some students 
from different academic abi l i t ies and classroom observations. The researcher adopted 
the method of observation of the behaviour of tudents in the classroom work, 
laboratory work and classroom act ivi t ies among different groups with d ifferent 
academic levels in both the experimental and control group to establ ish l inks between 
c lassroom practices related to guided-inquiry and student ach ievement in chemical 
bond concepts. 
In this study, the researcher fol lowed the sequent ial procedure starting with the 
quantitative method by dividing the Tenth Grade students into two groups (control and 
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e perimental group ) ;  each group included 60 tudent (30  male and 30 female) .  The 
topic of chemical bond wa pre ented to the control  group a cheduled in the 
curri u lum by u ing traditional teaching method, which focu ed on a teacher-centred 
approach by u ing the board onl , or ample model and work heets. In thi approach 
the tudent were given l imited opportunity to part icipate or get invo! ed in any 
di cu ion r preparation of cienti fic materials or ubmission in the c lass .  
The econd group ( experimental group) wa ba ed on the tudent-centred 
approach de cribed by Welty ( 1 9  9) .  In this approach, the students were act ively 
involved in  their leaming and contributed ign ificant ly  in terms of di scu ion, and 
investigat ing about act iv it ie under the guidance of tbeir teachers. Students were 
divided into group of di fferent academic levels and the \ ork was di tributed under 
the guidance of their teacher, who acted as a motivator and supp0l1er of the process of 
learning that a l lowed the student to bui ld a deeper under tanding of the topic .  In 
addit ion to thi  , the tudent \vere gi  en more re ponsibi l ity to expla in the Ie on to 
their peers . They were al  0 given more opportunity to ask questions and to discuss 
re ul t  with the teacher or to use the school l ibrary or intemet for in-depth leaming. 
3.5.  I nstruments 
The research employed three instruments to col lect both quantitative and qual itative 
data. a chemical bonds a sessment test, namely Lawson ' s  test for logical reasoning, 
intervie\ s and ob ervational protocol . 
3.5. 1 .  C h em i c a l  Bonds Assessment  Test 
The chemical bond assessment te t was prepared by the researcher specifical ly for the 
present study to cover the goals  described in the chemistry curriculum for the Tenth 
Grade" chemical bonds". The concept of chemical ,  covalent and ionic bonds wa in 
chapter 6 in the chemi try curriculum of Tenth Grade in 4th edition textbook in the 
20 1 1 /20 1 2  academic ear.  The chapter include three Ie on i - Ident i fy the chemical 
bond i i- General characteri t ic of co alent bonding and molecular compound , and 
i i i - General characteri tic of ionic bond and ionic compound . The content of the 
three Ie on and intended learning goal are i l l ustrated in (Table 1 ) . 
Contents  I n s truct iona l Obj ect i es  
Fir t lesson 1 .  Give the definition of the chemical bond. 
(introduction % chemical bond) 2. Explain why the chemical bonds are fonned. 
3. Describe ionic and co alent bonds. 
4. Detennine the type of bond based on the 
E lectro negativity 
Secon d  lesson 1 .  Give a definit ion of the molecule alld 
(General characteristics 0/ cOl 'alent molecular fom1ula .  
bonding and molecular compounds)  2 .  CIa s i fy the relation hip between the length 
of the chemical  bond and energy. 
3. Detem1ine the type of  covalent bond bui l t  
during Louis structure. 
Th ird Les on 1 .  Describe the arrangement of ions inside atoms. 
(General characteristics 0/ ionic bond 2. Detennine the general characteristics of ionic 
and ionic Compounds)  and covalent compounds. 
3. Comparing the ionic compowld and cova lent 
compound. 
Table 1 :  Shows the d istribution of the content for each of the three Ie sons 
The goal of the contents was to extend tudents '  prior knowledge of the topic 
and introduce student to the concept associated wi th the chemical bonds at Tenth 
Grade. Mainly the contents aimed at achieving the fol lowing objectives: 
1 .  Students had t o  l earn the definition of chemical  bonds and use the alue of 
electro negativity to find the d ifference between ionic and covalent bonds. 
2. Stu dents were introduced to the general characteri t ics of the association of 
chemical bond such as bond length and strength .  
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3. tudent u ed the Le\\ i tructure for clari fy the relation hip between ionic and 
Co\ alent compound . 
4. tudent had to recognize the general propertie of  ionic compound . 
5. tudent had to compare the general characteri t ics of ionic and covalent 
compounds, uch a boi l ing and melting point and electric conducti ity and 
hardne . 
The e objecti e were achieved in as ociation with the fol lowing previou 
concepts related to the understanding of the chemical bonds:  
1 .  Boil ing and melt ing point o f  di fferent components. 
2. E lectron ic di tribution in atoms.  
3. Locat ion of chemical e lement in the periodic table .  
4. The electro negati i ty of  the elements .  
5. The d ifference between atoms and ions. 
6.  The Quantum number . 
The first version of  the test consisted of 30  questions related to the topic of 
chemical bonds derived f)'om the contents of  the chemistry curriculum and focused on 
achieving the above-mentioned objectives. The fol lowing steps were taken to improve 
the validity and the rel iabi l i ty  of the test. 
3.5.2. V a l idi ty  
Valid i ty of an instrument refers to the extent to which the instrument measures is 
upposed to mea ure. Research studies identified various forms of val idity uch 
content, construct, and face val idity.  I n  this research the test val idity was establ ished 
by submitting the first version of the test, which was made up of 3 1  ques60ns to be 
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revj ed by the tv. 0 Profe or of chemistry education in Col lege of Education at the 
nited Arab Emirate niver ity ( UAE ). 
The te t \\ a al 0 revie\ ed by two chemi try uperVl  or and two chemi t ry 
teacher in the Dubai chool District. The chemi try supervi or and the teacher have 
more than 1 5  year or experience in teaching chemistry. The te t ha a lso been 
ubmitted to the chemi try coordinator in one secondary school in Dubai who holds a 
rna ter' degree in chemi try and has 20year of work experience a a teacher in model 
econdary chool in Dubai .  Comments and feedback received were used to improve 
the wording and the comprehen iveness of the test, and accordingly the ftrst draft was 
modifted. A a re ult, only 23 que tions were cho en to be included in the ftnal ver ion 
of the te t. 
In order to make sure that answers to the questions are genuine and reflect the 
level of under tanding of part icipating student the test was developed in a mul tiple-
choice format. Each que tion consi ted of two parts :  the first part consists of traditional 
mult ip le-choice format fol lowed by a reason part in which tudents are required to 
j usti fy their response to the first part .  This fonnat a lso al lowed the re earcher to assess 
the nature of the misconceptions among the students. The students '  responses were 
regarded as correct i f  both parts were correctl y  chosen. Table 2 shows the distribution 
of the contents of the ftnal version of the te t .  
G rou p ( 1 ) : Fo rmat ion of  ion ic  a n d  cova lent  bonds 
Sr. Question 
1 Force of attraction 
2 Formation of chemical bonds 
3 Definition of  equivalent bond 
5 How chemical bonds are formed 
7 Type of  bond in identical atom 
1 3  Type of l ink in co\ alent compound 
1 7  Ways of atom l i nked to fOIm compound 
2 1  CO\ alent bond formation 
G ro u p  ( 2 ) :  Propert ie  of ion ic  and cova l e n t  compounds  
r .  Que tion 
1 Propert ie of  ionic compound 
1 9  Rea on for metal hine a a phy ical property 
20 Type of bond between metal and non-metal 
22 Conducti it in ionic compounds 
G ro u p  ( 3 ): P rior co ncepts  re lated to t h e  c h e m i ca l  bonds 
r .  Que t ion 
4 Type of  bond on the basi of electro negat i ity 
6 The octet rule 
The relation hip between e lectro negat iv ity and the type of bond 
9 Definition of bond length 
1 0  Lewi atomic tructure 
1 1  Recognit ion of  molecular formula 
1 2  Definit ion o f  noble ga e 
1 4  The defll1ition o f  the chemical fomlula 
1 5  aCl a an example of molecular formula 
1 6  The tate o f  inner energy 
Table  2: Distribution of content covered by the test 
3.5.3 T h e  Pi lo t  S t u d y  
5 1  
The final 23 test items were p i loted using 6 1  students from the Tenth Grade from 2 
secondary chool in Dubai Educational Zone, 30 males and 3 1  females who were not 
included in the main tudy; about 23 items constituted the final test. 
The pi lot tudy con i sted of a cover l etter, which inc luded the personal 
information about the students who part ic ipated in the study and definition of the 
purpose of the study fol lowed by three set of quest ions .  The first part asked about the 
definit ion and the fom1ation of ionic and covalent bonds .  The second part focused on 
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the propert ie of both ionic and co\ alent compound and the third part a ked about 
ome concept related to the arne topic of the chemical bond 
3.5.4. Rel ia b i l i ty Te t 
In thi tudy the re earcher conducted a rel iabi l i ty anal e to measure the e tent to 
\\ hich the te t item clu tered ini t ial ly  under the three identi fied area of content 
knOv. ledge pre en ted in the p i lot tudy were con i tent among them elve . 
nal i of the core obtained from p i lot study as used to establ ish the 
re l iabi l i t of  the te t a \ e l l  a to al low judging the amount of t ime needed by students 
to complete the te t in the original study ample. The analysis of the score col lected 
from the 6 1  Tenth Grade student re ealed that the rel iabi l i ty was fow1d to be 0 .79 
( Table 3)  which was regarded a reasonable and adequate for the purpo e of thi study 
and it  v. as in line v. ith the sugge tions offered by Leedy and Omu·od (20 1 0, p .  28-29 ) .  
Rel i a b i l i ty Stat i s t ics  




Table 3:  Final te t rel iabi l i ty 
3.5.5.  Lawson Test for Reason i n g  Abi l ity 
The Lawson test for reason ing abi l i ty was used to measure the student's abi l ity in the 
Tenth Grade on scientific reasoning. Previous research studies have pointed to the 
importance of developing students' scientific reasoning abi l ity ( Lawson & Wesser, 
1 990). 
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Gi l l i e , Ichol , Burgh. and Hayne 20 1 4 ) defined cient ific rea oning a a 
total of the mental proce se that are used to a e the bel ief: of the student and the 
hnking of fact and knO\� ledge, including data interpretation and logical acce to the 
re ult . Other tudie prov ided imi lar view ( e.g . ,  Lawson & Bealer, 1 984) .  These 
tudie ha\ e genera l ly  focu ed on maximizing tudent Ie eJ of scient ific rea oning 
uch a l i nking cau e with effect. 
Furthennore, the e tudie have examined the l ink between scient ific rea on ing 
\\ ith tudent age, teaching method u ed and the level of pre ious stud ies. This means 
that the exi tence of factor uch as age is a sociated with the development of rea oning 
ski l l  in d ifferent academic level, where a variety of students acquires knowledge 
through ear of tudy in di fferent c ia s and di fferent subjects al low them to develop 
experti e in making a link between the infonnation and concepts and the u e of 
cientific evidence to connect l earning in school and try to apply it  in their dai ly  l i fe. 
Ba ed on the finding of pre ious studies i t  was envi ioned that guided-inqui ry 
might have an impact on the level of tudent reasoning abi l ity. So one of the aims of 
this study was to examine to what extent guided-inquiry influence students with 
different reasoning abil i ty I e  els. I t  was hypothesized that students who have low level 
of reasoning abil i ty suffer from d ifficulty and h igh level of misconceptions in their 
academic level in different Grade because they bui ld their knowledge through 
memorizing infonnation without using analytical ski l l s  that are usual l y  associated with 
cientific reasoning. 
On the other hand, students who have had an acceptable level of scientific 
reasoning might seek to reach acceptable level in their academic achievement because 
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they ha\ e an acceptable le\ el of ba ic k i l l  that are more l ikely to be a ociated with 
Inquiry teachmg to olve problem the ha e when tudying cience. Previou tudies 
ha\ e hown tbat guided-inquiry often positively influences tudent with high levels 
of a cient ific rea oning Vo niadou 1 994) .  
The current Iud u ed a cientific reasoning te t de e loped by Law on to 
characterize the rea oning abi l i ty of part ic ipant into low and high reasoning abi l i ty 
group 0 that the impact of u ing a tudent-centred teaching approach and guided­
inquiry could be addre ed in re lat ion to reasoning abi l i ty of the participants. The 
\ al idit  and the re l iabi l ity of  Law on te t have been addressed in previou research 
tudie , ( Lm\ on & Bealer, 1 984) .  
The reasoning abi l i ty t e  t was tran lated into Arabic and the al idi ty of this 
Arabic \ er ion \\ a establ ished via a critical re iew of two science educators at a local 
univer ity and two econdary chool Engl i sh teachers in the Dubai Educational Zone. 
The a l id i ty of the final  er ion wa achieved through the confirmat ion of data 
obtained by thi version and comparing it  with another version. 
The final ersion of the test was admini tered to the sample of the study to 
characterize the ample as h igh, medium and low level of reasoning abil ity. Data 
analy i showed two groups of student's abi l i ty as show in the fol lowing tab le :  
Group type 
Low reason ing 
H igh reasoning 







Table  4: Students reasoning abi l ity level 
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ho'v\ n in Table 4,  the part icipant have equal number of tudent ate each 
le\ e l  of rea oning before the experiment in both group (experimental and control 
group ) .  Thi categorization of tudent with di fferent cient i fic rea oning abi l ity wi l l  
al lo\\ examining the  re pect ive impact of  the  intervention ( student centred and guided­
inquiry),  and how tudent \ ith d ifferent Ie el of cientific reasoning respond to the 
teaching of chemi try u ing tudent centred and guided-inquiry approache . 
3.6. The Qua l i ta t ive Approach 
The qual itative approach \ a appl ied to  support the  quantitati e part . In th i s  study two 
qualitat i, e approache were u ed, interv iew and c\as room observat ion and 
interaction. 
3.6. 1 .  I nterview 
In addition to the quantitative per pective ( in the form of a performance test and 
reasoning abi li ty te t to e tabl i  h ing further authent ic i ty to the quantitative data) 
inten'ie\\ protocols  were carried out with 1 0  Tenth Grade female students of di fferent 
academic abi l i t ie  and two chemistry teachers (one male and one female) to support 
the result of quanti tati e data of this study used to answer the questions related to the 
po sible reasons of the source of misconception related to the topic of chemical bonds 
and low l evel of achie ement. 
Accordingly, two types of interviews were conducted : face-to-face interview 
with female tudents and a telephonic interview with one male chemistry teacher. The 
researcher clearly explained the purpose of the study and i l l u  trated that the aim of the 
interview was to gi e in-depth reasoning for the students '  low level of achievement 
and h igh level of misconceptions related to the topic of chemical bonds which was 
i l lustrated in the quantitative part (pre-test , post-te t and Lawson test for reasoning 
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abil i t  ) .  The intervie\", wa conducted in Arabic language. They included both open­
ended que t ion and cIo ed que tion . Both question were a ked in fixed order and it 
took about ( 1 5-20) minute . 
3.6.2.  CIa room Ob er at ion  a n d  I n teract ion 
The re earcher u ed the cIa sroom ob ervation as an additional support to the data 
ol lected b the re earch instrument to i l l ustrate the possible reasons behind the 
pre ence of mi conception related to re earch topic and the Ie el of understanding 
re lated to th con ept of chemical bonds. 
The researcher took the role a a non-part icipant ob erver. Sbe recorded events 
related to the tudent' interaction in the cIa sroom or in the pract ical work uch a 
hand rai i ng, corre t and wrong ans\ er and the results in the practical work according 
to the propert ies of  ionic and co alent compounds .  One female class from both the 
e perirnental and control group was exten ively observed for two weeks. 
3.7. Procedures 
To in i tiate tbe pre ent study the researcher started by resolving the logistics needed to 
col lect the infonnation about students ' level of under tanding and misconceptions 
related to the topic of chemical bonds by obtaining the necessary pemlissions to access 
schools  from Dubai Educational Zone so that requi red informat ion could be explored. 
In i t ia l ly tudents ' Grade records of  final examinations in science subjects 
(chemistry, biology, phy ics and mathematics ) over prev ious three years 2009-20 1 ]  
were reviewed to in  order to evaluation accurately the real level of students' 
achie\'ement, part icularly in chemi stry. According to the results in the fmal records, 
students showed remarkably varied levels of achievement in chemistry. Based on this 
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tep the re  earcher tarted preparing an  appropriate de  ign to  conduct the pre ent tud 
on tudent ' level of under tanding and po ible rea on for low level of achievement 
related to the topic of chemical bond . 
The (udy \Va conducted during the econd term of 20 1 1 -20 1 2  academic year, 
\\ hen the topic of " Chemical bond" wa being covered as part of the regular school 
cuniculul11 . The in ( ruction for the two study groups took place during the same weeks 
by the same teacher ( the re earcher) and la ted for a period of one month with eight 
cla -hour (45 min each ) each week. 
3.7. 1 .  T h e  E x peri menta l  G ro u p  
Experimental group had their in truction i n  the laboratory. Since, guided inquiry may 
be regarded a a ne\ pract ice for the students, before the treatment students in the 
experimental group were tra ined about the u age of instructional tools  related to 
teaching and learning in the laboratory so that they were aware of the teaching 
approach. They \ ere al lm ed to ork individua l ly  as well as in groups with guided 
instructions from the teacher who was al 0 the researcher. 
The acti i t ies tbat are related to the guided-inquiry practices were developed in 
advance and students in the experimental group spent more t ime involved in i­
in estigation, and ii- how they could independent ly  carry out their respective planned 
activi t ie wi th a minimum intervention from teachers. Often the teacher made brief 
introduction about the subject that was the focus of the lesson and simply presented 
the content. Then, the students were left to work alone, with minimal interference from 
the teacher who was present only to respond the questions raised by students. The 
major part of instruction time ( 70-80%) was devoted to students' engagement with 
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experiment under the uperv l ion of the teacher \� ith minimum intervention from the 
teacher. 
3.7 .2 .  T h e  Co n t rol  gro u p  
Th control group \� a g i \  en tradit ional ly designed in truction which i the dominant 
approach Ii und in mo t of the UAE chool . In  the control group, the teacher-directed 
trategy w a  u ed a tradit ional in truction. The teacher used lecture and discu ion 
method to teach the chemical bond concept . The tudent were required to read the 
related topic of the Ie on from the textbook before clas . 
I n  addit ion,  the teacher de cribed and defined the i ues and afterward , 
tudent \",ere engaged in  di cu sion through teacher-directed questions .  The major 
part of  in t ruction t ime ( 70-800 0) wa de oted to instruction and engagmg m 
di cu lOn temming from the teacher's explanation and questions. 
3.7 .3 .  S tages of i m p lementat ion  
r First stage: Preparation of study tools 
Tools were identified to answer research questions. In this stage, the test of measuring 
the perfom1ance of Tenth Grade students related to the topic of chemical bonds was 
prepared. In addit ion, the test of measuring students' level of reasoning abi l ity had 
been tran lated and prepared . The two instruments were then pi loted, val idated and 
prepared in their final forms for actual implementation. 
r Second stage: The pre-test 
I n  order to establ ish a baseline for student level  of understanding before i ntroducing 
the intervention, the part ic ipants were pretested using the test for assessing students ' 
level of understanding related to the concept of chemical bonds. 
,. Third lage: The po I-fest 
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After a month of intervention, the re earcher po t te ted the part icipant u ing the same 
te t for the econd t ime to a e tudent ' Ie el of  under tanding of the chemical bond 
concept on both the e perimental and control groups in order to a se s the 
effecti\ ene of the inter ent ion ( tudent centred approach and guided-inquiry) .  
3.7.4.  Data A n a lysis  
In the pre ent tudy, both quantitative and qualitative data were analy ed u ll1g 
de criptive and inferent ial tat i  t ics for quantitati e data and thematic analyse for the 
qualitative data. 
3.8.  The Quan ti tat ive Part 
In thi tud , data was anal sed by using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
( P S) programme for both achie ement te t ( pre-te t ,  post-test) and the Lawson te t 
for reasoning abi l i ty .  The re ult of  the pre-test, post-test and Lawson te t for reasoning 
abi l ity were converted in  to number and transferred into the SPSS programme to 
calculate descriptive and inferential  statist ics . 
3 .9. The Qua l itat ive Part 
I n  this study, the re earcher l i sted orne common student behaviours through classroom 
interaction and di cussions related to the topic of chemical bond to triangulate 
findings from the quantitative part. 
The fmd ings of both the observations and interviews assisted in explaining the 
reasons behind students '  low levels of achievement, as wel l  as high level of 
mi conceptions. These fmdings might support the quantitative part and tried to an \ er 
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the re earch que t ion and to find the po ib le olution to Increa e student ' 
achiev ment in cience and chemi try ubjecl .  
3 . 1 0. S u m mary 
The aim of  thi tudy i tudent Ie el of under tanding and mi conception 
related to the topic of chemical bond becau e thi topic i considered as one of the 
mo t important topic in Tenth Grade chemistry curriculum of the UAE, because it is 
l inked \\ ith man) other topics. To achie e re earch target, the researcher applied this 
tud to ( 1 40 )  tudent in two public chool in Dubai .  
The ample \\. a elected randomly from Tenth Grade students from two 
convenient chool . The study employed a mixed methods approach to col lect data 
quantitat i \  ely u ing pre-test and po t-test de i gn as wel l as another test namely the 
La\\ on of logical rea oning to detennine the reasoning abi l i ty level of student in 
order to a e it impact on student under tanding of concepts related chemical bonds 
u mg tudent centred and guided-inquiry approach .  
Qualitati\ ely, the  re  earcher used c lassroom observation and interv iew with 
both teacher and students from different academic achievements to try to explain and 
a certain reasons behind low levels of achievement regarding these concepts 
associated with chemical bonds. To achieve the study targets the data col lected in thi 
study has been analysed by using the SPSS programme in order to an wer the research 
quest ions. 
C H A PT E R  I V  - F I N D I  GS A N D D I SC U SS I O N 
4. 1 .  I n troduct ion 
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Thi chapter pre ents and di C ll  e the re ult of data analy i s  of both the quantitative 
and qual itative part o f thi  study. The quantitative analy i s  deals with pre entation of 
finding related to the alternati e conception of chemical bond that  are held by Tenth 
Grade tudent in public chools in the Dubai Educational Zone. 
The analy is in thi part focu e on the conceptions and the al ternative 
conception h0\\11 by Tenth Grade tudent regarding chemical bond concepts, the 
impa t of the intervention, the guided-inquiry strategy on improving student 
concept ion of these concept , the s ign ificant d ifferences in student perfom1ance 
attributed to tudent gender in guided-inquiry and traditional contexts, and the 
re lation hip between students' reasoning abi l i ty and their performance in the topic of 
chemical bond . 
On the other hand, the data analy  i s  of the qual itat ive part aims to find sources 
of the nature of the alternati e conceptions held by Tenth Grade students and to 
de cribe the d i fferent reasons for the low level of achievement that students show in 
chemi t ry related to the topic of chemical bonds. All together, the results deal with the 
fol lowing quest ions:  
1 .  What are the alternative conceptions of chemical bonds that are held by Tenth 
Grade students? 
2 .  What i s  the nature of the alternative conceptions held by Tenth Grade 
student ? 
3. How did centred and guided-inquiry approach affect student performance? 
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4 . re there an igni ficant d ifference in perfonnance attributed to tudent ' 
gender in tudent centred and guided-inquiry and traditional conte t? 
5. \ hat i the re lation hip benveen student rea oning abi l ity and under tanding 
of chemical bond concept ? 
4.2 .  Level  of U nderstand ing of Students of Chemical  Bond Concepts 
n imp0l1ant tep to impro e the learning proce of student is to find out what they 
a l read knOv, 0 that prior knowledge can be e tabl i  hed and learner can be taught 
ac ordingl . The fir t step taken in this re earch was to find out the part icipants '  level 
of under tanding of chemical bond concept . 
In order to an wer the first re earch quest ion on the level of understanding of 
the concepts of the chemical bond topic and the as ociation chemical concepts shown 
b Tenth Grade tudents mean and standard de iation of both control  and 
experimental group before the tart of the intervention were calculated and presented . 
Table 1 sho\\ ed that before the start of the inter ention both group showed s imi lar 
levels of understanding to the topic of chemical bond as seen by the approximately 
s imi lar mean cores of  5 . 7  and 5 .4 ,  respecti e ly .  
The mean cores for both groups represent 24.9% and 22.3% respectively 
indicating low under tanding. Furthennore in order to test for any s ignificant 
differences between the means of both groups /- test was perfonned and the a lue of 
( t-test ) was found to be insign ificant (t = 1 .643 , P :S 0 .05)  indicating that both group 
had simi lar chemical bond knowledge. 
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Group type td. Error 19, 
Mean Deviation Mean 
Prc-tc t for expcrimental 70 5 .7  2 .5  0.454 
achlc\"cment control 
70 5 .46 1 . 9 0.446 1 .643 0. 1 03 
Table  5 :  P re-test core for exper imenta l  a n d  c o n t rol  gro u p s  
(Table 5 )  c learly how that the  t\ 0 group of students responded a lmost in 
imi lar way uggest ing that they have a simi lar background and knowledge of concepts 
related to chemical bond , and thus, no ignificant d ifferences can be recorded. In order 
to pinpoint the alternative conceptions at thi stage, an wer to the first re earch 
que t ion ( rnwt are the alrernatil'e conceptions of chemical bonds that are held by 
Tenth Grade students? ) were further investigated by analysing data before and after 
implementing the guided-inquiry approach as an intervention strategy. Each section of 
the te t wa analysed individual ly .  
The results were based on calculating the percentages and frequencies of  each 
question before and after the intervention. Every student answered the question and 
chose the possible scienti fic reason for each quest ion and each con-ect answer or 
correct reason coded as one point mark . Both the questions and t results are i l l u  trated 
in the fol lowing table for the experiment and the control groups before and after the 




Que t ion  ( A ) ( B) (C)  C D )  
Frequenc� % Freq uency 0/0 Frequency oj, Frequenc� % 
Expenmcntal 4 1  5 .5 1 4  20.0 4 5 .7 1 1  1 5 . 7  
Control 3 54.2 1 7  24.2 5 7 . 1 1 0  1 4.2 
2 Ex peri mcnta l _9 4 1 .4 1 6  22.  7 1 0.0 1 7  24.3 
Control 3 1  44.2 1 7  24.2 7 1 0 .0 1 5  2 1 .4 
3 EApenmcntal 20 2 .5 32 45 .7  5 07. 1 1 3  1 8 .5 
ontrol 25 . 7  35  50.0 1 2  1 7. 1  ] 4  20.0 
5 Expenmcntal 1 6  22 .  1 2  1 7 . ] 25 .7  24 34 .2  
Control 1 9  27 . 1 9 1 2 .8 1 6  22 .S  26 37 . ] 
7 Expenmcntal 1 1  1 5 . 7  1 5  2 1 .4 6 OS.5 3 54.2 
Control 6 08 .5  1 1  1 5 .7 1 2  1 7 . 1  4 1  58 .5  
1 3  Experimental 1 3  I S .5 22 3 1 .4 1 5  2 1 .4 20 2 .5  
Control 9 L.S 24 34.2 1 2  1 7 . 1  25 35 .7  
1 7  Experimental 6 08.5 1 0  1 4 .2 1 4  20.0 40 57. 1 
Control 4 05.7 1 6  22 .8  1 1  1 5 . 7  39 55.7 
2 1  Experimental 1 1  1 5 .7  9 1 2 .8 1 0  1 4 .2  40 57 . 1 
Control 1 1 .4 1 0  1 4 .2  1 3  1 .5  39 55.7 
Experimenta 1 8.0 25.7 1 6.0 22 .8 1 0.0 1 4.2  25.0 
Control 1 6.( 2 2.8 1 7.0 24.2 1 1 .0 1 5.7 26.0 
Table  6 :  Pre-test result of Subtest- l 
( A= Correct answer & correct reason; B= Correct answer & wrong reason; 
c= Correct reason & wrong an wer; D= Wrong an wer & wrong reason) 
(Table 6 )  present the pre-test resul t  of Subtest 1 (Definition IFormafiol1 of ionic and 
Covalent Bonds)  for the experimental and control groups .  The responses for each 
group are divided into four categories to reflect l evels of perfonnance as fol lows: 
35 
.7 
37 . 1  
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1 .  I f  a tudent pro\ ided correct an \\ er and correct rea on to the que tion the 
tudent wa be av. arded mark and hi !her re pon e \\'a regarded a correct 
concept ion of the te ted concept . 
2. I f  a tudent pro\; ided correct an wer and wrong rea on to UppOl1 hi an wer 
the tudent i c Ia  i fied a paJ1iai under tanding. \ a awarded hal f  the marks .  
3.  I f  tudent provided a \,,'rong answer and a cientifica l ly correct rea on, the 
tudent hall al 0 be classi fied as not having a ound understanding, wa 
awarded hal f mark . 
4.  I f  a tudent provided wrong an wer and wrong reasons to upport the e 
ans\\·ers the student was j udged to lack any understanding of the te ted 
concept . 
(Table 1)  al 0 how a wel l  the students in both group perfOlmed poorly. Only 2 S . 7% 
and 22.  0/0 of the experimental and control group succeeded to an wer the entire 
question of this sub-te t correct ly by providing a correct responses to support 
cient ifical ly acceptable rea ons. 
The same Table showed that students in both groups performed poorly ( less 
than 20%) on topic such as types of bond in identical atoms ( 1 S .  7% for experimental 
group and 8 . S %  for control group ), types of l i nks  in covalent compounds ( 1 8 . S% for 
experimental group and 1 2 ,8% for control group), ways of atoms l inked to fonn 
compounds ( 8 . S% for experimental group and S . 7% for control group) and covalent 
bonds fom1ation ( 1 S . 7% for experimental group and 1 1 .4% for control group ). I t  can 
be hypothesized that such low responses might have resulted from the lack of 
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meaningful under tanding and the lack of meaningful in truction that lead to 
meaningful under tanding ( FuJ lan, 2005) .  
( 8) (C)  (D)  
Freq uency 0/0 Freq uency % Freq uency 0/0 Freq uenc) % 
Expenmental 1 3  I .5  1 4  20.0 1 2  1 7. 1  3 1  
ontrol 9 1 2 .8 1 1  1 5 .7  1 5  2 1 .4 35  
Experimental 1 5  2 1 ..1 I I  1 5 .7  I I  1 5 . 7  3 3  
1 9  
Control 1 7  _4 ._ I S  2 1 .4 1 0  1 4.2  28 
Experimental 9 1 2 . I I  1 5 . 7  1 6  22 .8  34 
20 
Control 7 1 0 .0 1 3  1 8 .5  1 6  22 .8  34 
Experimenral 1 2  1 7 . 1  1 0  1 4 .2  1 3  1 8 .5 35 
22 
Control 1 4  20.0 I I  1 5 .7  1 5  2 1 .4 30 
Average Experimental 1 2 .0 1 7 . 1  1 2 .0 1 7. 1  1 3 .0 1 8.5  33.0 
Control 1 2 .0 1 7. 1  1 3 .0  1 8.5 1 4 .0 20.0 32.0 
Table 7 :  Pre-test re ult of Subte t 2 
( A= Correct an wer & correct reason; B= Correct an wer & wrong reason; 
c= Correct reason & wrong answer; D= Wrong answer & wrong reason) 
In a s imil ar way, Table .7 shows that only 1 7 . 1  % in both experimental and control 
group correctl y  responded to the questions of this sub-test of "Properties of iOl7ic and 
comlent compounds" . Students in both groups perfoD11ed poorly  on topics uch as 
properties of  ionic compounds ( 1 8 . 5% for experimental group and 1 2 . 8% for control 
group) and conductivity in ionic compounds ( 1 7 . 1  % for experimental group and 20.0% 
44.2 
50.0 









for control group , lea\ ing a large percentage of tudent who fai led to correct ly  an wer 
the que tlOn at both the an wer and the rea on level . 
Finall , Table. hows the tudents ' re pon es to ub-te t 3 ,  which i concemed 
\\- ith prior concept related to the chemical bond . tudent al 0 responded poorly in thi 
ub-test. On average, only  � 1 Ao,0 of tudent in the experimental group and 1 7 . 1  in the 
control group managed to provide correct re ponse to que tions in this sect ion. Students 
on both group perfom1ed poorl on topic uch a the relationship between electro 
negati ity and the type of bond ( 1 4 .2% for both experimental and control group ), 
definit ion of bond length ( 1 4 .2° 0 for experimental group and 1 0.0% for contro l  group), 
definition of noble ga es ( . 5% for e perimental group and 7 . 1 % for control group) and 
the definit ion of the chemical fom1ula (1 5 . 7% for both experimental and control group) .  
Question (A ) ( B) ( C) ( D) 
F requer  % F requenf  % Freq uenf  % Freq uenc % 
Experiment 1 7  24.2 1 6  22 .8  1 5  2 1 .4 22 3 1 .4 
4 
Control 1 2  1 7 . 1  1 9  27 . 1 1 1  1 5 . 7  28  40.0 
Experiment 23 32 .8  8 1 1 .4  1 2  1 7 . 1  2 7  3 8 . 5  
6 
Control 1 9  27 , 1 1 1  1 5 . 7  7 1 0 .0 33 47. 1 
Experiment 1 4  20.0 1 2  1 7 . 1  1 6  22 .8  28  40.0 
8 
Control 1 0  1 4 .2 1 4  20.0 1 2  1 7 . 1  34 48 .5  
E xperiment 1 0  1 4 .2 1 4  20,0 1 0  1 4 .2  36 5 1 .4 
9 
Control 7 1 0.0 1 0  1 4 .2 1 2  1 7 . 1  4 1  58 .5  
Experiment 1 6  22 .8  1 5  2 1 .4 7 1 0.0 32 45 .7 
1 0  
Control 1 1  1 5 . 7  1 7  24.2 1 0  1 4 .2 32 45 .7  
E xperiment 2 1  30.0 24 34.2 1 0  1 4 .2 1 5  2 1 .4 
1 1  
Control 1 8  25 .7  24 34.2 1 2  1 7 . 1  1 6  22 .8  
Experiment 6 8 .5  1 5  2 1 .4 7 1 0.0 42 50.0 
1 2  
Control 5 7 . 1 1 4  20.0 9 1 2 . 8  4 2  50.0 
6 
Experiment 1 5  2 1 .4 1 1 .4 3 4.2 44 5_ . 
1 4  
Control J I 1 5 .7 1 1  1 5. 7  1 .4 47 57. 1 
xpenm nt I I  1 5 .7 20 2 .5  1 3  1 8 .5 26 37 . 1 
1 5  
ontrol 9 1 2 . 1 7  24 .2 1 7  24.2 27 38.5 
Expenment 1 2  1 7 . l 1 2  1 7 . 1  1 7  24.2 29 4 1 .4 
1 6  
ontrol 1 4  20.0 1 0  1 4 .2 1 3  1 8 .5 33  47. 1 
AHrag Experiment \ 5.0 2 1 .4 1 4.0 20.0 1 1 .0 1 5.7 30.0 42.8 
e 
ontrol 1 2 .0 1 7. 1  1 5.0 2 1 .4 1 0.0 1 4 .2 33.0 
Table 8 :  Prete t re ult of Subte t 3 
( A= orrect answer & correct rea on; B= Correct answer & wrong reason; 
c= Correct reason & wrong answer; D= Wrong an wer & wrong reason) 
4.3. Ana lysis of Student Performance in Chemica l  Bonds Concepts 
E amin ing the findings presented in Tables 6, 7 and , the tudents showed an 
acceptable level  of perfonnance in some of  questions that focus on the abi l ity of 
remembering imple concept in chemi try such a Force of  attraction in que tion 0. 1 
( 58 .6° 0 for experimental group and 54 .2% for control group ), the defmition of valence 
electron in que t ion 0 .3 (E lectrons part ic ipating in the fonnation of chemical bonds 
cal led valence e lectron) ,  28 .2% for experimental group and 25 .7% for control group) .  
The octet rule ( 32 . 8% for experimental group and 27 . 1 % for control group) and 
recogni tion of molecular formula in question No. 1 1  ( Which of the fol lowing examples 
i s  not an example  of a molecular formula, 30 % for experimental group 25 . 7% for 
control group) .  
For questions that needed mental ski l l s  and inquiry ( e .g . ,  Questions No. 7, 8 ,  
9, 1 2, 1 4, 1 7  1 8  19  20 and 2 1 )  most of the  study sample showed low level of  
performance. The percentage of students who fai led to  answer these questions ranged 
47 . 1  
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bet\\ een (47 . 1 ° 0 for experimental group and 40.0% for the control group in que tion 
1 9  to 60° 0 for both group in quest ion 1 2 ) .  For example for Que t ion 0.7,  which 
deal \\ Ith the type of bond in identical atom , the number of tudent who able to 
gi\ e correct ans\\ er and correct reason for their an wer ranged between 8 .5° 0 to 
1 5 . 7°'0 0[the tudy ample in both experimental and control group. Simi larly, Quest ion 
0. 1 4  that [OCLI e on the type of l ink a ociated with the covalent compounds, 
approximately 1 5 . 7  to 2 1 .4° 0 of the students were able to answer the que tion 
correctly and in a scienti fic way in both groups whi le 62 .8% to 67 . 1  % fai led to an wer 
the que l ion correctly. 
I t  may be peculated that tudents are w1able  to l ink the concepts of s imi lar 
atoms and internal energy of the atom during associat ion of the bond type through 
the chemical react ion. Moreo er, the tudents may not be able to imagine how the 
atom integrated during the reaction. The level of performance can a lso be seen in 
que tion number \ hen the que t ion asks about the relation hip between electro 
negat iv ity and the type of bond . Only  1 4 .2% to 20% in both groups can answer this 
question correctl y  and scientifical ly,  whi l st 40.0% to 48.5% in the groups respectively 
fai led to reach to the correct answer or scient ific reasons. 
On the other hand, bond length tested in Question No.9 i s  considered a barrier 
for most of the tudy sample;  only 1 0% to 1 4 .2 % of students in both groups answered 
this question correct ly, whi le  5 1 .4% to 58 .5% were unable to d isplay correct answers 
or re ponses in  both groups. This low Ie  el of  performance was s imi lar in Question 
0. 1 9, which focused on "the abi l i ty of  metal to shine" a a physical characteri t ic of 
the elements in  the first and the second group of the periodic table, which include the 
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alkal i  metal in thi que tion. Only 2 1 0'0 to 24.20 0 of the tudent shov,:ed acceptable 
under tandmg in both gr up , whi le 40% to 47 . 1 o� an \vered the question incorrect ly.  
Furtbernlore. tudents were unable to make l inks bet\ een orne concepts such 
a Que t iOll 0. 1 7  ( \  ay atoms are l inked to fonn compounds), and the relationship 
bet\\ een the e concept and other imi lar concepts ment ioned in other question uch 
a in Que tiol1 0.20 (Type of bond ben een metals and non-meta l ) .  For example, 
Que tiol1 0. 1 7  focu e again on the reason behind the fornlation of chemical bonds 
and the role of electro negati ity and related concepts such as the stabi l ity of the octet 
rule  and the tendency of meta l s  to 10 e electron and non-metal to gain electrons from 
the external level a a wa to fornl bond . In uch question tudents hould make a 
l ink between more concepts to display the correct answer. 
The general perfomlance of student ha a lso decrea ed in quest ions No. 20 
and 2 1 .  Que tion o. 20 ask about the type of l inks between metals and non-metals 
ba ed on the location of the e lement in the periodic table .  The percentage of correct 
an wers ranged between 1 0% and 1 2 . 8% of the total number of students who 
partic ipated in this tudy in both the experimental and control groups. 
On the other hand, about 48 .5% of the students gave the incorrect answer. 
Students howed the s imi lar perfonnance in Question No.2 1 ,  which focuses on the 
type of bond fonnation between non-metal compounds where the percentage of correct 
answers obtained wa 1 1 .4% in control group and 1 5 .7% in experimental group .  The 
percentage of wrong answer reached 55 . 7% to 57 . 1 % in both groups. 
Questions 0 . 1 8  deal s  with the abi l i ty to ident i fy and separate the properties 
of ionic compounds and covalent compounds based on the physical properties such as 
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fu IOn and boi l ing point and electri a l  conduct ivity. The percentage o f  correct an wer 
ranged between 1 2 . ° ° and 1 .5°'0 of the total number of tudent participating in the 
tud , \\ h i le  the percentage of wrong an wer in both the e lection of the correct 
an \\ r. or the carre t cientific e planation \Vas 44.2° ° to 50� 0 of total number of 
tudy ample . The e finding uggest that tudent were unab le  to perform as 
expe ted from them and a tated in the curriculum document. 
conclu ion could be drav,:n on tudent performance on concepts related to 
the hemical bond , and can be ummarized that tudent hawed high levels of 
mi concept ion related to the fol lo\ ing points: 
1 .  Forn1at ion o f  chemical bond 
2. Type of bond on the basi of electro negati i ty 
3. Recogn ition of molecular fonnula 
4. echanism of chemical fomlula 
5. Electric conductiv i ty in ionic compound 
6. Lewis atomic structure 
4.4. How d id  G u ided-inqu i ry I nflu ence Student  Performance? 
The results that were generated from recent developments in  cognit ive leaming theory 
and cla sroom research ha e suggested that the students genera l ly  experience 
improved leaming when they are actively engaged in the classroom to enable 
construction of new knowledge within the course of the learning cycle .  Farre l l ,  Moog 
and Spencer ( 1 999) described an implementation of  these ideas in the instruction of a 
first-year cour e in general chemistry for secondary students. 
Findings from the first research questions c learly call for intervention to raise 
student performance in the chemical bonding concepts. Previous research tudie 
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ugge ted that inquiry teaching and a tudent-centred approach ign ificant l y  impact 
tudent learn ing ( Jone , 2007� Turner & Patrick, 2004� Welty, 1 989), particularly when 
coupled with teacher intervent ion and guidance (Chin & Brm n,  2000: Tumer & 
Patrick, �004) .  
Analy i of  the que tion r lated to \ hether or not the guided-inquiry trategy 
might affect tudent performance \ as based on comparing tudent performance before 
and after the implementation the guided-inqu i ry approach a an intervention strategy. 
Student in both e perimental and control groups were tested after the intervention. 
Re u l t  are pre ented in the fol lowing Table :  
Group type N Mean 
Experimental group 70 1 5 .0 
Control group 70 1 2 .0 
SD Std. 
Error 
2.6 0 .3 I 35 




Table 9: Comparison of experimental and control group on post-test core 
As it can be seen in (Table 9) ,  the inter ention ( guided-inquiry strategy) has 
s ign ificantly  influenced the performance of students in the experimental group. 
A lthough the students' perfomlance has increased from an average of 5 . 7429 and 
5 . 1 286 for tudent in experimental and control group to 1 4 .9857 and 1 1 .97 1 4  
respecti e ly  there was a l so a significant increase in mean score of the experimental 
group (t = 7 .026, ( p< O. OOO). This means that the guided-inquiry strategy has 
positi ely influenced the performance of students who were taught using this strategy. 
I t  seems that using guided-inquiry, as a teaching method would give tudents more 
opportunity to part icipate in the classroom and l ead them to develop sel f-confidence 
and hence se lf-learning. Guided inquiry seems to have helped students to achieve high 
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level of under tanding with minimum level of misconcept ion . Prev iou re earch 
tudie had imi lar finding ( Bo e l l  & Ei on. 1 99 1 ;  Kuhn, .... 0 1 0) .  
Furth nnore. Kulm (20 1 0) recommended u ing a guided-inquiry approach 
becau e it i a dynamic proce , which give tudent opportunity to be invol ed in 
learning po i t ivel and build a trong and correct under tanding of scient i fi c  ubjects. 
Thi i particularly true for a l l  tudent in d i fferent level of abi l i ty because guided­
inqui ry approach \\ ould give them attent ions that are more individual in the classroom 
and thu , they can xplore learning meaningfu l ly. Pazicni & Bauer (20 ] 4 ) supported 
the arne finding of Kuhn, as the belie ed that guided- inquiry i s  a powerful approach 
of learning experience in introductory chemistry students. 
I n  order to a e the impact of guided-inquiry on individual concepts te ted 
by the question , re pon es of student to individual te t items were carefu l ly  
examined for each ub-test. Table o. 6-8 d i  play the percentage and frequencies of 
the student who answered post-test questions in both experimental and contro l  groups 
i n  the three d ifferent ubsets and compared them with the students' perfornlance in the 
pre-te t .  This ana ly  is w i l l  assi t in identi fying how the guided-inquiry and the 
inter ention would influence student perfomlance. 
Table 1 0 ( definit ion/formation ionic and covalent bonds ) compares the 
performance of students in  both experimental and control groups regarding before and 
after the intervention. These results showed clearly that the under tanding level of the 
experimental group increased sign ificantly higher than that of the control  group did .  
According to findings, i t  appears that guided-inquiry influenced student achievements 
s ign ificant ly  better than the traditional strategies used with the control group. 
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Qu non ( B  
P o  H e  t Pre-test 
frequency Percent Frequency Percent lncrea e 
in 0 0 
xperimcntal 5 82 .  4 1  5 .5  24 .3  
ontrol 3 54.2 3 54.2 0 .00 
2 Experimental 53 75 .7  29 4 1 .4 43 .3  
Control 46 65 .7  3 1  44 .2  2 1 . 5 
3 Expcrimcnta I 43 6 1 .4 20 28.5 32 .9 
Control 3 54.2 1 8  25 .7  28 .5  
5 Expenmental 5 7  1 .4 1 6  22 .8  58 .6  
Control 53  75 .7  1 9  27 . 1 48 .6  
7 E xperimental 47  67. 1 1 1  1 5 .7  5 1 .4 
Control 29 4 1 .4 6 o .5 32 .9  
1 3  E xperimental 5 1  72 .  1 3  1 8 .5 54.3 
Control 29 4 1 .4 9 1 2 .8  28 .6  
1 7  Experimental 1 9  27 . 1 6 08 .5 1 8 .6  
Control 1 7  24 .2 4 05 .7  1 8 . 5  
2 1  E xperimental 3 5  50.0 1 1  1 5 . 7  34 .3 
Control 1 6  22 .8  8 1 1 .4 1 1 .4 
-\verage Experimental �5.0 64.7 1 8 .0 25.7 39.7 
:ontrol 33 �7.3 1 6.0 22.8 23.7 
Table 1 0 : Po t re ul t  of S ubtest- l for experimental/control group 
( A= Correct an wer and correct reason; B= Correct answer and correct reason) 
McDonnell (20 1 3 )  inve t igated the u e of guided-inquiry approach in the 
chemistry classroom.  The tudy revealed that the students demonstrated increased 
engagement during c ia  activi t ie . Both the  tudents and the  teacher a lso experienced 
an increa e in motivation as a re ult of the guided- inquiry inten ention. This study 
recommends the increa ed use of guided i nquiry in all units of chemistry and the 
rewrit ing of exi ting laboratory act i \' i t ie to promote more higher-order thinking and 
tudent -di rected leamlI1g. 
Therefore, teaching chemistry through guided inquiry might help the students 
to reconstruct knowledge in their mind through active part icipation in the c lassroom, 
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a vv e l l  a to encourage the student to de e lop concept m theoretical and 
e perimental procedure . Al though there i a considerable body of l i terature on the 
benefit of inquiry teaching, few chemistry teacher appear to have implemented i t  in 
their chemi try c ia . ,,\ hich could help tudent to think out of the bo and give critical 
and creat i \  e olution to di fferent i tuation (Cheung, 2009) .  Table 1 1  (propert ies of 
both ionic and co" alent compound ) hows ho\ the student re ponded to the que tion 
relat d to propertie of both ionic and co alent compound and how guided theory 
in fl uenced their an \ er . 
The Table  a lso bow that in general po i t ive responses were observed. 
Compared \\ ith tbe increase in the tudent percentage in the control group, the student 
percentage in the experimental group who correct ly  answered the questions has 
increa ed for a l l  questi ons .  Thi i an indication of the posit ive impact of the 
inten ention trategy used with the experimental group. 
Question (A)  ( B) 
Post-test Pre-test Increase 
Frequency Yo Frequency % in % 
Experimental 4 1  58 .5  1 3  1 8 . 5  40  
Control 1 8  2 5 . 7  9 1 2 .8  1 2 .9 
Experimental 48 68 .5  1 5  2 1 .4 47 . 1 
1 9  Control 24 34.2 1 7  24.2 1 0 .0 
Experimental 46 56 .7  9 1 2 .8  43 .9 
20 Control 29 4 1 .4 7 1 0 .0 3 1 .4 
Experimental 1 3  1 8 . 5  1 2  1 7 . 1  0 1 .4 
22 Control 1 1  20.0 1 4  1 5 .7 .0  05 .5  
Average Experimental 37  50.5 1 2.0 1 7. 1  33. 1 
Control 2 1  29.2 1 2 .0 1 7. 1  1 4.9 
Table ] 1 :  Po t-te t result of Subtest 2 for experimental and control group 
(A= Correct answer and correct reason; B= Correct answer and correct reason) 
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With the e ception of Que tion 0.22, all que tion ho\ remarkable  inc rea e 
In  the percentage of tudent who correct ly answered the e que tion after being 
e>..po ed to the guided-inquiry trategy. Tbi mean tbat when tudents are gl en 
opportunity to inquire and apply  inve t igati e behaviour during learning they are 
more l ikely to develop analytical k i l l  needed to rea on and olve chemical problems 
imi lar to those hown in thi perfonnance te t .  The e findings are in l ine with the 
tudy of  B lack and Wi l l iam ( 1 99 ) " ho found that i f  teachers give tudents more 
opporrunit ie ( u  ing guided-inquiry) to explore and se lf- learning tl1J·ough using 
experiment , lab work, research and media this w i l l  encourage them to analyse, 
cla ify, compare c ientific infomlation and find l inks between di fferent subjects such 
as the d ifference between the properties of ionic and covalent compounds. 
I n  s imi lar way, Schroeder and Zarinnia ( 200 1 )  found simi lar results ;  usmg 
guided- inquiry help tudent to have a l i fe- learning experience alway accrue through 
integrating the curriculum and enabl ing students to learn meaningfully from d iverse 
information ources. In short, in guided-inquiry environment students w i l l  able to bui ld 
the b igger picture of learning ( Bonwel l  & Eison, 1 99 1 ) .  An interesting observat ion i s  
the  re  pon e from the control group in which the  right response after  using the  guided 
theory only increased by 1 4 .9% on average compared to 3 3 . 1 %  in the experimental 
group. A further look into possible reasons i s  required becau e the d i fference in the 
re ponse is a lmost double. Also looking at the results from the Table  we can c learly 
see that when using traditional approach only 29.2 % of students ( 2 1 out of 70) were 
able to pro ide right answers in the area of ''properties oj both ionic and com/en! 
compounds" compared with the guided-inquiry approach. 
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The tudent m tbe control group performed poor! in thi ection, which can 
be explained by the fact that the nature of the topic "propertie of ionic and co alent 
bond " can only be under tood by engaging tudent in hand -on act ivit ie and 
e perimental e perience , \ b ich are mi ing from the tradit ional approach to teaching 
e perienced by the e tudent . Table 1 2  (Prior concepts related to the chemical bonds) 
how that the re ult of the que tion about prior concept are related to the ame 
topic o[ the chemical bond , and reflect concepts of tudent from both group . 
Ele\ en que tion \ ere a ked and the average resu l t  howed that the student 
percentage in the e perimental group compared to that of the control group has 
increa ed from 2 1 .4° 0 to 39 . 5°,0% after the intervention. This high percentage in this 
area of  the chemical ubject i the highe t among the three areas tested which trongl y  
prove the worthine of  the intervention as a v iable teaching approach. 
Que tion (A)  ( B) 
Post-test Pre-test 
Frequency �o Frequency % Increase in % 
Experimental 4 1  58 . 5  1 7  24 .2 34 .3  
4 Control 1 9  27 . 1 1 2  1 7 . 1  1 0 .0 
Ex perimen ta I 52  74 .2  23 32 .8  4 1 .4 
6 Control 5 1  72 .8  1 9  27 . 1 45 .7  
Experimental 4 1  58 . 5  1 4  20.0 38 .5  
8 Control 2 1  30.0 1 0  1 4 .2  1 5 . 8  
Experimental 50 7 1 .4 1 0  1 4 .2 57.2 
9 Control 26 37 . 1 7 1 0 .0 27 . 1 
Experimental 48 68 .5  1 6  22 . 8  45 .7  
1 0  Control 32  45 .7  1 1 1 5 . 7  30.0 
Ex perimen tal 35  50.0 2 1  30.0 20.0 
1 1  Control 38  54 .2 1 8  25 .7  28 .7  
Experimental 43 6 1 .4 6 5 .0  52 .9  
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ontrol 1 4  20.0 5 07. 1 1 2 .9 
1 2  
Expenmental 34 6 1 .4 1 5  2 l .4 40.0 
1 4  Control 35 50.0 1 1  1 5 . 7  34.3 
Expenmenta l  37  52 .  1 1  1 5 . 7  37 . 1 
1 5  
ontrol 2 40.0 9 1 2 . 27 .2  
Experimental 32 45 .7  1 2  1 7 . 1  2 .6 
1 6  
control 
1 7  24.2 1 4  20.0 2.0 
AHrage Experimental 42 59.2 1 5.0 2 1 .4 39.5 
Control 28 40. 1 1 2.0 1 7. 1  23.3 
Table 1 2 :  Po He t re ult of Subte t 3 for experimenta l and control group 
(A- Correct an wer and correct rea on: B= Correct answer and correct reason) 
The findings presented in Table 8 eem to support many findings from previous 
tudie of ahum, Mamlok- aaman, Hofstein, and Krajc ik ( 2007 ), and Dhindsa and 
Ander on ( 2004 ) ;  they concluded that using tradit ional approaches in teaching science 
wi l l  l ead student toward more misconceptions in cience subject becau e teacher 
focus on getting structure to memorize the inforn1ation by giving them direct question 
and using l imi ted re ources. Dhindsa and Ander on ( 2004) reported s imi lar finding 
from their research; they recommended that if teachers do not give the students more 
opportunit ies for se lf  and independent learning by exploring the world of knowledge 
they cannot bui ld a strong experience from what they learn. 
Researchers recommended the use of the guided-inquiry strategy to help 
students reach a high Ie  el of  understanding because of its abi l ity to help students 
become involved and acti ely engaged in c lassroom activit ies, which w i l l  l ead to sel f-
learning and personal knowledge construction ( Welty, 1 989) .  In guided-inquiry 
context. students do not depend on their teachers a l l  the t ime; they only wait for 
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in tru tion , ad\- ice or \\ ord of approval ( Jone , 2007) .  In uch circum tance , the 
teacher may engage in planning Ie on , the act ivi t ie re lated to tudent culture, and 
em ironment, \\> herea leave the actual engagement, and learn ing to student , 0 mo t 
of the e b come the centre of learning proce e ( hin & Brown, 2000) .  
The finding al 0 point to the fact that guided-inquiry strategy may be 
c n idered a an appropriate trategy to implement for questions that need cri t ical 
thinking ancL or meaningful understanding uch as those pre ented in  sub-test 2 and 
3 .  tudent can e 'plore d ifferent re lation hip and get the under tanding needed to 
comprehend i sue uch a fornlation of bonds and electronegati ity or metal l i c  a non-
l11etal l i  element ( Barr & Tagg, 1 995 ) .  
4.5. Relat ionsh ip  between Students Gender and Performance 
To an wer the que tion re lated to gender d i fferences because of  the intervention, pre-
te t and po t-test cores were compared and po ible interaction between the gender 
and the experiment were examined. ( Table 1 3 ) and ( Table 1 4 ) show the compari ons 
of the core before and after the intervention. The results presented in  Table . 1 3  shows 
no ignificant d i fferences finding between male and female before the experiment . 
Std. Std. Error 
tudent gender Mean Deviation M ean F S lg 
male 3 3  5 .6 1 .4 0 .23 546 
Control female 3 7  5 . 8  1 . 5 0 .24950 
male 3 5  6.0 2 . 7  0 .6 1 4  
Experimental 
female 
3 5  5 .6 2 .4  0.4079 1 
2 .662 0. 1 1 2 
Table 1 3 :  Student performance in  the pre-test of the chemical bonds 
o 
\ herea re ult pre ented in ( Table 1 4 ) how that, there were significant 
di fference between the group in favour of the male tudent . Male tudents obtained 
a mean cor of 1 . 5  compared to female tudent who obtained a mean core of 1 4 .6 .  
Both of the group ( male and female tudent ) have ign ificantly rai sed their 
perf< rmance a fter the exp riment indicating that the tudent centred and guided-
inqu iry approach helped them to improve their perfonnance. Pre ious re earch tudies 
ho\\ ing d ifference in perforn1ance regarding tudent perfOlmance related to their 
gender are imi lar to the e finding . 
Std. 
tudent gender Mean Deviation Std. EITor M F s lg 
male 3 3  1 2 . 5  2 .2  0.29275 
Control 
female 3 7  1 l . 5 2 .62 0.42909 
male 3 5  1 5 . 5  3 .02 0. 50936 
Experimenta l female 3 5  1 4 . 52  2 . 1 2  0.3 55  5 49.368 0.000 
Table 1 4 : Student perfo1111ance in the po t-test of the chemical bonds 
Two points of discu sion can be drawn from ( Table 1 0) that the inter ention 
u ed in this tudy matches to a large extent the learning perspectives of both male and 
female students, and as such, it has contributed to their perfonnance in improving from 
the ini t ia l  perfonnance shown in the pre-test. The second point is that the male students 
( and as expected) howed a better perfonnance than the female student , al though the 
difference is not h igh but in tbis case the di fference i s  h igber compared to the 
di fference from the pre-treatment results .  
I t  could be concluded that male students showed a better perfonnance when 
using the guided-inqui ry compared to female students .  When looking to the Arabic 
cul ture \\ ithin the UAE conte t, the gender d ifference could be j u  t i fied by the 
tendency of male tudent to be more independent from in truction and often l ike 
ha\ e more pace v. hen learning. In thi way, one may conclude that the student centred 
and guided-inquiry approach matche male tudent more than the female student in 
tem1 o[ the freedom of ex pres ion and the pace provided through acti e involvement 
and participator mode of the approach. 
The contextual and the cultural circum tance hown in thi study, confirm that 
it i po ible to create a nev.' learn ing cul ture to help student to enjoy the learn ing 
proces , e pecia l ly with male tLldents ( Wi l son, Ta lor, Kowal ski ,  & Carl on 20 1 0) .  
The fmding of thi  tudy are simi lar to the results of other studies about the same 
topic (Sh)111an k) , Hedge , & Woodworth 1 990). The success of guided-inquiry uch 
the approach used in this study in enhancing student perfonnance was emphasized 
more in the l i terature (Abo H uopio, & H uttunen. 1 993) .  
I n  this study, the guided-inquiry helped in  developing the achievement level of 
the tudents. The findings presented in thi s study showed that the student centred and 
guided-inquiry approach seem to be better approaches for teachers who are not 
experienced in conducting open inquiry approaches as i s  the case for most of the DAE 
science teachers. Thus, wi th in this context, the findings of this study may be used as a 
precursor for further professional development for the DAE science teachers who are 
not fami l iar with the guided-inquiry approaches. 
4.6. Qua l i tat ive Fi nd ings 
To supplement findings of  the quant i tative analysi regarding the nature of tudent 
understanding of chemical bonds concepts, the researcher used clas room observations 
and mtel\ ie\'. \\ ith e lected individual tudent from both experimental and control 
group . The re ult of the e ob er al ion and interview \ ere classified and grouped 
to come up v. ith descripti e theme . The proce of grouping yielded meaningful 
theme that re fl ct ome of the problem that contributed to the low Ie  el 
under tanding of tudent a can be een in ( Table 1 5 ) .  
The finding pre ented qua l i tati e ly  in the above tab le are in l ine with the 
finding of pre\ iou tudies that the negat ive image of science and chemi try in 
palti ular and the perception pos e ed by tudents towards chemi try contribute 
negat i\  e ly  to under tanding. Furthermore, i t  was found that teach ing methods used, 
curriculum and prior knowledge could a l  0 be regarded a determinant factors ( Driver 
& Ea ley, 1 97 ). 
I t  become apparent from the interview that many tudents were unable to 
make a l ink.  between the abstract concepts and the chemical knowledge in rea l  l i fe 
i tuation . They bel ieved that chemistry was ery d ifficult in nature because of the 
exi tence of the abstract concept such as e lectronegati ity, molecules and atoms and 
they cou ld  not see hO\ these concepts rel ate to everyday l i fe situations. 
Theme 
Percei\ed difficulty of chemi stry as 
a subject among student 
Interpretative meaning 
Chemistry was perceived as a subject that is  d ifficult by 
nature. Students do not think that they are good enough 
to understand and do well in  chemistry. 
The existence of many abstract concepts that cannot be 
easily understood in depth because they do not see those 
concepts with their naked eye and cannot deal with them 
directly in the laboratory or dai ly l ife,  such as the atom, 
Electro negativity and Lewis structure. 
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Mo t tudent think that they lack the conceptual leyel 
nceded to comprehend concept a ociated w ith the tOpIC 
of chemical bond . 
Role of pnor knO\\ ledge 
CUITleulum length and frequency of the homework that 
do not a l low enough time to re ie\\ the informat ion. 
Laboratory \\ ork i something to be done to complete 
Time spent on ta k and lab 
ta k . The perceived importance of laboratory work has 
ratory 
been integrated and understood 
\\ ork 
not by students. 
Laboratory work doesn ' t  provide much information to 
under tand the theory of chemical bonds 
Teaching methods used in the clas room foc us on the 
amount of information provided to the tudcnts and not 
on how the information is presented. Teaching methods 
focu on preparing the students for the examination only 
and not to learn and develop their ki l ls .  
Teaching method and c lassroom 
interaction 
Teachers do not take into account individual differences 
among students in the preparation of the examination or 
worksheet and c lassroom activit ies. 
Existence of teaching behaviors that do not encourage 
tudents to perfonn \\'el l  in the subject. 
Textbooks do not provide the needed information to aid 
Quality o f  textbooks under tanding. 
Textbooks lack illu trative e amples for some concepts 
in the science curriculum. 
Table 1 5 : Responses to perceived cha l lenges to chemical bonds understandil1g 
Pre ious research findings such as those o f H aidar and Abraham ( 1 99 1  suggest 
that student can great ly  impact achievement . These findings, along with the emerged 
ftndings of the qualitative analysis of thi s study clearly suggest a need to modify 
science curriculum teaching methods used and the need to give tudents more 
opportunity to real ize the connection between and the role  of prior knowledge in the 
de\ elopment of meaningfu l  under tanding and conceptual map of chemical 
knoV\ ledge. 
On the other hand, t ime pent on ta k and laboratory work ha e direct effects 
on tudent ' le\ el of under tanding. The findings of the pre ent study uggest that 
tudent did not rea l ly conceptual ize the role of laboratory work in aiding 
under tanding. The percei ed role of laboratory work eems to be as omething that is 
required by the curriculum developer rather than opportunitie to real ize the pract ical 
a pe t of chemistry and how theorie are de eloped. Studie uch as those of A I -
aqbi and Tairab ( 2005 )  have shown that laboratory work i an  integral palt of 
learning cience and therefore it  should be implemented meaningful ly  and pro ide 
tudents \ i th the neces ary tools to bring a po i t ive att i tude to and perception of the 
role of practical work. 
Teaching methods and classroom interactions are considered as one of the most 
important factors that impact student understanding in science subjects (Turner & 
Patrick, 2004) .  Students interviewed and ob erved in  thi  tudy commented on 
cia sroom interact ions. Part icipants believed that student participation i s  among the 
be t \\'ay to l ead toward deep learning and motivation. The perceptions among 
participant reflect the d issociation between the teaching and meaningful learning. 
The focus eems to be on completing the prescribed curriculum rather than to 
develop student meaningful understanding. Development of 2 1  st century ski l l s  as 
advocated by the educators of the country necessitates that teachers shou ld  provide 
students w ith more opportunities to part icipate in the classroom through di fferent 
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act l \  i t ie and help them to realize connection betv .. een theory and pract ice rather than 
teaching cience for pa ing examination ( Chin & Brown, 2000) .  
The final theme developed [rom the qualitative analy is wa the qual i ty of 
textbook and ho\\ part icipant ee the role of textbooks .  Mo t of the students 
inten ie\\ed and observed believed that the chemi try textbook in Tenth Grade did not 
aid under tanding and independent leaming. The issue of the abstract nature of the 
pre ented infoffi1ation, a well a the way concept pre ented ha e negat ively been 
perceived. tudent think that textbooks did not ha e enough example relate to the 
topic of chemical bond and related concept such as electronegativity and the Lewis 
tructure. The e ob ervation were in l ine with pre ious finding of Haidar and 
Abraham ( 1 99 1 ) . 
4.7. Summary 
Thi tudy focuse on spec ific questions related to the under tanding level of concepts of  
chemical bonds and bonding in  order to  gain insights into the causes of the misconception. 
Furthermore, the study inve t igated the impact of incorporat ing "guided-inquiry" as an 
alternative teaching approach in  chemistry in secondary schools, for improving the concepts 
of the students about the chemical bonds and bonding. 
The quantitative [mdings presented in thi chapter re ealed that a number of a lternat ive 
conceptions of chemical bonds were held by Tenth Grade students. The finding also pointed 
to the effectiveness of using guided inquiry as an altemat ive approach to the teaching of 
chemistry at Tenth Grade, p31iicularly with male students. 
The qual i tative findings pointed to 5 di stinct themes related to the percei ed d ifficulty 
of chemistry as a subject among students; the role of prior knowledge, t ime pent on task and 
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laboratory work, teaching method and cla room interactions and the qual ity of textbook 
used in Tenth Grade a po ible contributory factor to student understanding of chemical 
bond concept . 
C H A PT E R  V - U M MA RY A N D  R E C O M M E  DAT I O N S  
5. 1 .  I n t roduct ion  
Th l chapter pre ents ummary and conci e descriptions of the content of this the i 
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It [Uliher tipulate recommendation derived from the findings as well a sugge ts  
future ar a of  re arch to complement the e findings. In recent year , there ha been 
much focu on ludent under tanding of cient iflc concept . Thi focu has been 
demon trated by the large volume of re earch tudies deal ing with various levels of 
under tanding of scientific concept in a l l  scient i fic d i  c ipl ine . Thi  study has been 
developed along the arne l ine of focus to prov ide a knowledge base to a pecific 
context. 
I n  the UAE, educators ha e real ized the disturbing trends in the continuou 
decrea e of under tanding in ci ence ubject and the remarkable increase in the level 
of mi conceptions pos e sed by tudents. Topics such as chemical bonds and its 
a ociated concepts were found to be of paJ1icular intere t to researchers around the 
world .  Many efforts have been carried out to lead students toward meaningful leaming 
by integrated prior knowledge, experience, l inking new concepts with relevant 
knowledge, and trying to find the pos ible sources of misconcept ions that s ign ificantly 
might influence the promotion of meaningful learning among tudents. 
Many past research studies have also shown that tudent ' mi sconceptions are 
often highly resistant to change by t radit ional teaching methods .  Tradit ional methods 
often focus on the teacher as the centre of learning rather than students, and thereby 
there is an urgent need to employ new trends in the teaching that focus on the tudent 
as a centre of learning, give them more opportunity to learn how to learn and provide 
them \\ i th opportunitie to part ic ipate m the learning proce to integrate both 
know ledge and k i l l  in their effort to learn Clence and chemical concepts m 
part icular. Hence, the current tudy wa conceived in re pon e to the e cal l s .  
5.2.  Statement of the Problem 
Thi tud) i concerned \ ith e amining tbe Ie el of under tanding of Tenth Grade 
students in re pect to the concept of chemical bond , becau e wide pread perception 
among t re earcher and teacher that many tudents find chemistry one of  the most 
d i fficult  ubject in science ect ion in econdary Grade and in the univer ity 
(Treagu t ,  1 988) .  The reason sugge ted is that chemistry i s  a complex subject 
po e ing many ab tract frequent ly counter-intuit ive concept . 
W ith the d ifficult ie sugge ted by previou research, the current study wa 
pecifical l y  a imed at exploring levels  of understanding of Tenth Grade students in 
re lation to elected chemical bonds concept . In particular, the study tried to find 
an wer to the following question : 
1 .  What are the alternative conceptions of chemical bonds that are held by Tenth 
Grade students? 
2.  What i the nature of the alternat ive conceptions held by Tenth Grade 
students? 
3. How did guided inquiry influence student achievement? 
4. Are there any sign ificant di fferences in achievement attributed to student 
gender in guided inquiry and traditional contexts? 
s. How does student reasoning abi l ity affect their achievement? 
5.3. u rvey ample  
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Thl tudy employed a ample of 1 40 tudent in two of econdary chool in Dubai 
Educat ion Zone ( 6  male and 72 female) ,  randomly elected and \ ere con idered 
homogen u in the teml of age and abi l i ty .  The period extend for one month only to 
adj u  t the effect i \  e of teaching method u ed in experimental group ( guided-inquiry) .  
5.4. M ethodology and Data Col lect ion 
The study emplo ed a mi  ed research method in col lect ing data. Both quasl­
experimental ,  mixed method including interviews and classroom observat ions. 
Quant i tative data were col lected using two instrument , namely the chemical bonds 
te t ,  and the Law on test for logical reason ing abi l i ty; Qual itative data were col lected 
through inter\'ie\\ s and classroom observations. 
5.5. Data Ana lysis and F ind i ngs 
The data analy i generates the fmd ings that are referred to the fol lowing questions :  
a)  Q. l :  r17lOt are the alternative conceptions of chemical bonds that are held by 
Tenth Grade students? 
The tudy focused on measuring student level of understanding related to the 
re earch topic (chemical bond ) to fmd what they already know before the start 
of the implementation. The pre-test analysi showed that students in experimental 
and control group are of the same level of background related to the study topic 
the mean equal (0.454 sig = 0. 1 03 ) . The students in both group performed poorly 
suggesting that student have very l i tt le background information about concepts 
related to chemical bonds .  
Among the questions that showed the higher level of misconcept ions are: 
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• In the fi r t part of the te t, which deal with the definit ion and the fom1ation 
of chemical bond , only 25 . 70/0 of expelimental and 22.  0'0 in  the control 
group got the correct answer in the pre-te 1 .  Thi Ie  el of achievement wa 
decrea ed. 
• In the econd part ,  \ hich deal with the properties of ionic and covalent 
compound only 1 7 . 1 0'0 of the tudents in botb experimental and control  
group could answer this part correct ly .  Moreover, the students howed the 
ame level of perfom1ance in the l ast part of the te t ,  which deal with the 
prior concepts related to the chemical bonds. Only  1 5 .0�0 on the students 
in  the experimental and 1 2 .0% in  control group could answer thi part 
correct ly .  
b )  Q.2 : Tf 7w/ is the nature of the a/ternati\'e conceptions held by Tenth Grade 
students? 
Further analy e of the data uggested a number of altemati e conceptions of 
chemical bond that  were held by Tenth Grade students. Among the most 
frequent misconceptions ident ified in tbe pre ent study are the fol lowing: 
• Fonnation of  chemical bonds ( the student were unable  to explain the 
reason behind the fonnation of chemical bonds based on the position 
of the element in  the periodical table and the different between ionic 
and covalent bonds) 
• Type of bonds based on electro negat ivity ( the tudents were unable to 
class i fy the kind of chemical bonds formed between d i fferent element 
based on the number of valence electron and e lectronegat iv i ty) .  
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• Mechani m of chemical formula ( the tudent were unable to clas if 
the ca e in \I" hich element eek to 10 e or gain electron in the 
reaction) .  
• Electric conductivi t  m lomc compound ( the student unable to 
connect between the kind of chemical bond forn1ation and the electro 
conduct ivit ben",een the element in the chemical reaction ) .  
• Lewi atomic tructure ( the student unable to imagine the abi l i ty of 
atom to form the chemical bonds based on the number of valence 
electron ) .  
c )  Q.3 : H01\' did guided inquiry impact student achievement? 
To ansv,:er the que tion related to the impact of the treatment ( the effect of an 
guided inquiry)  on student under tanding of the concepts related to the 
chemical bonds, a po t test data were analysed and compared for both 
experimental and control group. 
The analyses showed that the students in the experimental group 
perfornled ignificantl y  better and showed a higher level of perfonnance more 
than the students did in the control group, which used the traditional teaching 
method ( teacher centre) .  Student perfornlance increased from 5 . 7  and 5 . 1  in 
experimental and control group to 1 4 .9 and 1 1 .9 respectively, suggest ing that 
guided inquiry helped students to perform and to understand better the 
concepts associated with chemical bond because guided inquiry give a student 
some of freedom inside the classroom so they can work and explain their ideas 
and share them with the teacher to reach the correct scientific reason through 
sel f-learning. 
o t tudent can \-\- ork and learn independent ly ;  moreover, u ing an 
inquiry approach can help the tudent to u e the world a a ure of knowledge .... 
by exploring, u ing data anal y  i and the concept map to connect cient ific 
concept together. These things may help student to decrea e level of 
mi conception. 
d) Q.4 : Are there al71 ' ignijicant d(fference in achiel 'ement attributed to student 
gender in guided inquiry and traditional contexts? 
Many studie around the world howed and reported few differences between 
genders II1 achievement at d i fferent Grade Ie el , with frequent 
d ifference in fa our of male tudents when i t  comes to achie ement. This 
tudy ba gone along the same l ine. Data analy e showed that using guided 
inquiry as a teaching method had a po i t ive impact on male students more 
than female students ( the mean score for male = 1 5 .4 and for female = 1 4 . 5 )  . 
The e results could be due to cultural reason in the Arab countlies, male 
students need more freedom in learn ing process they wi l l  reach to high level 
of leaming when they are giving an 0ppoltunity to explain their own idea and 
explore the world by themselves ( student centre learning) 
e) Q.5: How does student reasoning ability affect their achie\ ement? 
The reasoning abi l i ty is considered as a very important factor, which may 
affect students '  achievement, to answer this question. The researcher appl ied 
the Lawson test for reasoning abi l ity on both control and experimental group 
before and after the treatment .  The data anal ys is  showed that students who 
had h igh level of reasoning abi l i ty reached high level of performance, 
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e pecia l ly  when the teacher u ed guided inquiry a a teaching method more 
than the tudent 'who u ed tradi tional teaching method in control group. 
5.6. Recommendat ions 
Thi tudy aim i to provide e idence for policy makers and educators to improve 
the teaching and learning of chemi try at econdary schools, which might lead to 
a i ting in modifying and de eloping meaningful goals for the educational proces 
uch a teaching method used, classroom and school environment, school 
administrat ion curriculum and student ' perfom1ance especial l y  in cience subjects. 
The finding repOIied in thi study ha e impl ication for the educat ional 
polic -makers, the department that are concerned with cuoicululTI development at 
government and educat ional counc i l s. school administration, science teachers, 
re earcher , and tudents .  It is worth gi ing more attention to introducing innovative 
approache in teaching chemi try . Guided-inqui ry can help in developing a better 
understanding about the ab tract concepts on chemical topics, as bonds within atomic 
and molecular structure. The finding reported in the present study have impl ications 
for educators and policy makers. The tudy uggests the fol lowing: 
1 .  Educational Policy-makers: should take i n  to account new trends curriculum 
de e lopment and design curriculum that take in to account student need and 
abi l ity. This can be done by making textbook and teaching methods user 
friendly  and interesting to reduce l evel of misconception among students. 
2 .  Curriculum Departments : Increasing the effectiveness of the chemistry 
curriculum for the secondary schools can be carried out by enriching the 
course-books with models, i l l ustrations, examples of laboratory experiments 
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and work. However, the curriculum hould incorporate chemi try-related 
kno\\ ledge e tracted the dai l - l i fe problem , uch a ga pol lution. A a part 
of inqUlry teaching, the curriculum hould include question and quizzes to 
de\ elop tudent ' crit ical thinking. 
3. School Admini tration: The Admini tration hould pay more attent ion 
to\\ ard promoting the development and impro ing qual i ty of the teaching 
method , teacher-student clas room interact ion, and tudent achievement. 
In addit ion, the Admini tration hould place a pecial emphasis on the 
tudent who are experiencing leaming difficulties in cience subjects, as wel l 
as for the talented students 0 a to de elop specia l  teaching programmes for 
the 1\>" 0 group . 
4. Science Teachers: Chemi try teacher , part icularl y  in  the secondary schoo l s  
hould  focu on u ing  teaching methods that promote leaming with 
understanding rather than merely focusing on completing the prescribed 
curriculum. The teacher hould provide the students with more oppoltunit ie 
to participate in  d i fferent acti i t ie and hould also develop the bel ief that the 
role of the teacher is to upport and guide the students towards meaningfu l  
learning rather than a rote one. 
5. Educational Researchers: As education becomes a hal lmark of the progre s 
of a modem society, the qual i ty of  educat ion should be a core issue. I n  
addit ion, the ad  ent of information technology in the leaming process has 
exerted an urgent necessity for improving curriculum contents and course 
del ivery. Therefore, educational researchers are urged to develop innovative 
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teaching approache to benefit both teacher and tudent in the digital era . I t  
i recommended that future tudie hould be undertaken on a larger cale to 
pro\ ide comprehen ive data to under tand the rea on behind the Jow-level 
under tanding of tudent ' achievement in chemistry. Furth e rn1 ore , tudies 
related to teaching method hould al 0 be introduced at d i fferent contexts to 
ident ify relevant approache and trategie to help students at d i fferent 
academic level to de\ e lop their Ie el of under tanding sel f-confidence, e lf­
learning and to recon truct the knowledge to attai n  a meaningfu l  learning. 
6. Students: Student nowadays are the digita l  generation using effectively the 
ele tronic device ( e.g . ,  mob i le , tabs, web, etc . ) .  Therefore, infom1ation 
technology could be used as a succe sful approach to increa e the classroom 
activi t ie for tudents. Thus, the students could switch to Llsing non-traditional 
way . Llch as conceptual or knowledge map ( K-map), l aboratory manuals  
and disco ery of the web to acquire c ient i fic knowledge. 
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AP PE N D I X  O N E  
M easur ing Bas ic  Ski l l s  for t h e  G rade- I O  Student  t o  Concept ion o f  
Chemica l  Bonds 
• ... -== U Col lege of U� Educat ion 
1 0  
If ! )) 6.ul.a..1 1 i4-!j.5U1 w lJLoY I  � 9  't:::I United Arab Emirates University 
Depaliment of Curriculum and In truction 
Ma ter in Education Progranune 
tudent  Name: ________ �_ c h ool : _______ Cla : __ _ 
M easu ri ng Basic Ski l l s  for the  G rade- I O  Student to Conception of 
Chemica l  Bonds 
Dea r Student,  
Thi test aims at measuring the basic kill of the Grade- J O  student related f O  the topic 
of chemical bonds. Thi test is on�)' for the purpose of scientific research. Kindly, 
plea e an lrer all the que tions, with the knowledge that eve1), question consists oft\\'o 
part : fir t part i the selection of the correct anSH:er, and the second part is the 
selection of cient(fic reason. 
1 - E l ectrical  a ttraction between t h e  nuc leus  a n d  t h e  valence electrons between 
the  d ifferent atoms is ca l led as : 
The Answer The Scientific Reason 
a) Bipolar power . 1 )  Nucleus posit ively i s  charged 
b) Lewis structure. 2 )  Different atoms contain a negati e proton 
c) Chemical bond. and Posit ive electron. 
d )  London dispersion forces. 3) The nucleus of an atom i s  electrical ly neutral 
4) No single atoms, but are held together by 
chemical bonds 
2- M ost of the atoms tend to form chem ical  bonds due  to the :  
The Answer The Scien tific Reason 
1 )  Attraction happens between the 1 )  To achie e the octet rule .  
positive nucleus and negative 2)  Links configuration make inert 
electron elements 
2 )  Access to el ectronic stabi l ity 3 )  N ucleus have a di fferent charge 
3) The l inks change the atomic radius .  4)  Only identical atoms make a l ink 
4 )  Most  of the atoms chemical ly  inert 
1 09 
3- Electron partic ipat ing in the formation of chemical bond are cal led : 
The Ans" er The  Scien t ific  Reason 
a) Valence electron 1 )  Bond formation i due to 10 s of proton 
b )  The irmer layer 2) Bond formation is due to gain electrons from 
electron the outer layer 
3 )  Bond formation i due to gain electrons from 
c)  Maine le\ el Electron the internal energy levels .  
4 ) There i s  no 10  or gain of  e lectron \ hen 
d )  Loui e lectron there is bond formation 
4- The greater difference i n  electro negativi ty between two atoms leads to 
a sociat ion of: 
T h e  Answer T h e  Scient ific Reason 
a)  I onic bond. 1 )  High el ectro negat iv ity increases the abi l i ty of 
atom to attract electrons from another atom to 
a ociation of bond. 
b) Co\'a lent bond. 2) High electro negativity increase the abi l ity of 
atom to share electrons with another atom to 
as ociation of bond 
c)  Metal l ic  bond. 3) There i s  no re lation hip beh\ een high electro 
negat ivity and type of bond as ociation. 
d) H ydrogen bond 4) Because metal s  tend to gain electrons tllJ"oLlgh 
a bond association. 
5- A chem ical  bond produces as  a resu l t  of attractive forces betwee n :  
T h e  A n swer The  Scient ific Reason 
a) Atomic nuclear and J )  Grater mass of the nuclear affects bond 
e lectrons in the internal formation. 
l ayer 2) The l inks should  consist of neutron and 
b) Electron in the external proton inside the atom itself 
layer and neutrons. 3) Valence electron in the external l ayer are 
c) Proton and electron lost and gained through bond format ion 
d )  eutron and proton inside 4) There i s  no need to have a bond between 
the atom atoms 
1 1 0 
6- \\ hen the  c hemical  bond a sociate, the  n u mber of electron in  the external  
la) er  hould be:  
The Answ er  The  Scient ific  Reason 
a) J 1 )  Each orbit hould contain two electron only. 
b )  7 2 )  Becau e of Hond application. 
c)  3 )  Becau e of octet role appl ication. 
4 ) The extel11al orbit can contain unl imited 
number of el ectrons. 
7- if identical  atom a re l i nk ing toget her, the bond formation is  known as :  
T h e  A n sw e r  T h e  Scient i fi c  Reason 
a) Hydrogen bond 1 )  Identical atom cannot l ink together 
b )  Ionic bond 2) Identical atom fom1ed a strong bond 
c) an Derfal bond 3 )  There are no  d ifferences i n  electro-negativity 
ben;veen identical atoms 
d )  Covalent bond 4) H ydrogen ga 1 very important. 
8- If you k now that the electro negativity for the b ro m i n e  atom = 2.8, w hat w as 
t h e  bond formed w h e n  two bromine atoms a re l i nked together : 
T h e  Answer T h e  Scien t i fic Reason 
a) Ionic bond. 1 )  Depending on the d ifference of 
e lectro negativity benveen the wo 
atoms.  
b )  Covalent bond. 2 )  There i s  no way to  predict the type 
of bond beween identical atoms. 
c) No bonds can be f0l111ed between 3) Since the atom are identical ,  they 
bromine atom . wi l l  l inked with double bond 
d )  I onic and covalent bonds together 4) there are no relation beween 
electro negat ivity and type of 
bonds formed beween the atoms 
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9- Bond length  i t h e  distance beh\ een h\' O atom w hen :  
The An w er 
a )  Le internal energy between atom 
b)  The highe t internal energ between 
atom 
c) H igher kinetic energy of molecule . 
d )  Atomic radiu 1 reduced when the 
bond di sociate. 
1 )  There i s  no relation hip between 
the bond length and the di tance 
between l inking atom 
2) Bonding between atom need 
high energy to be fonned. 
3) Atoms tend to fonn l inks with 
Ie internal energy. 
4)  Atoms tend to fom1 l ink with 
more internal ener 
1 0- To d raw t h e  Lewis structure it is  not necessary to know:  
The A nswer The Scien t i fic  Reason 
a)  The type of atom 1 )  Lewi tructure gives the 
geometry of the molecule and not 
the amount of energy. 
b) The internal Energy. 2 )  Because there are no  relation 
between the alence electrons 
and the type of bond formed 
c )  umber of atoms that  l ink together 3 )  Because the atoms cannot be 
d)  umber of valence electrons l inked 
4) Wben the number of valence 
electrons increase, fewer bonds 





d )  
1 1- W h ich of the fo l lowing  example  





j not an  example  of a molecu lar  form u la :  
The Scient i fic Reason 
1 )  Becau e the molecular fonnula 
focus on the type and number of 
atom l inked together to fonn the 
compound. 
2) There i no relationship between 
1 1 2 
the number of atom and molecular 
fonnula .  
3 )  Because some compound are 
chemical ly inert 
4)  Becau e the internal energy of 
individual atoms is  zero 
12- W hat addit ional  n u m ber of electrons are needed for n i trogen atom to ach ieve 
the octet ru le  if  you know that  E lectronic di tr ibut ion of energy levels a re as 
fo l lows ( l S22S22p3 ): 
The Answer T h e  Scien t ific  Reason 
a) 5 I )  Because the l a  t level i n  the nitrogen atom contains three 
e lectron . 
b)  3 2 ) Because the last level in  the ni trogen atom contains seven 
e lectron . 
c )  1 3 )  Because the last level in  the  n itrogen atom contains five 
electrons. 
d)  8 � )  Nitrogen atom i s  stable without the addition of electrons 
1 3- O n e  of the  m a i n  groups of tbe  periodic table k now n as a chemica l ly i nert 
(stable) : 
T h e  A n swer The Scient ific Reason 
a) Alkal i  meta ls .  I )  Because i t  i s  located i n  the group o f  eighteen in 
the periodic table.  
b) Halogens. 2 ) Becau e the external level contains eight 
c )  oble ga e . electrons. 
d) Lanthanide group. 3 )  Because they tend to share electrons. 
4)  Becau�e it i s  chemically active 
1 1 3 
1 4- H o\\ many double bond a re t here i n  the  Lewis tructure of h yd rogen 
fl u o ride ( H F ) :  
T h e  Answer  T h e  Scien t i fic  Reason 
a) 0 1 )  Hydrogen fluoride i s  associated with mono covalent 
bond . 
b) 1 2 )  Hydrog n fluoride i a ociated with double co alent 
bonds. 
c) I 3 )  Hydrogen fluoride i associated with triple covalent 
bonds 
d) 3 4 )  Hydrogen fluoride i s  not formed any l inks 
1 5- Element  y m bols a n d  the  n u mber of atoms w h ic h  form c hemical  compound 
are cal led : 
T h e  Answer The  Sc ient ific Reason 
a)  Lewis structure. 1 )  Depend on the electrons of the last level 
b) Chemical fOn1mla.  2 ) Depends on the electrons of the intemal level  
c )  oble gases 3 )  I t  de cribes the simplest formula of the 
d )  Ionic bond chemical compound. 
4 )  Because a l l  atoms are l inked to reach octet 
rule 
1 6- The for m u la of sod i u m  c h loride ( N aCI ) is  an example  of: 
T h e  A nswer The  Scient ific Reason 
a)  Noble ga es .  t )  Depends on the valence electrons 
b) Lewis structure .  2 )  Represents the number of ions in each molecule .  
c )  Molecular formula. 3) I t  describes the simplest ratio of atoms, which l ink 
together. 
d) Identical atoms 4 )  l inks t o  reach the stabi l i ty of octet ru le 
1 1 4 
1 7- T he attracth e force between molecu les in a cova lent com po u n d :  
T h e  An swer The Scient ific  Reason 
a) Stronger than the force of attraction 1 )  Ionic bonds are \ eaker than 
in ionic compound co alent bonds 
b )  eaker than the attracti e for e III 2 )  Ionic bonds are tronger than 
ionic compound . covalent bond 
e) Equal to the attracti\ e forces in ionic 3) Ionic bond equal to the covalent 
compounds. A sociation in force .  
d )  Equal to  zero 4 ) Di fference in electro negativity 
between ionic and co alent 
compound equals zero 
1 8- When the atoms are con nected wi th  eac h other :  
T h e  Answer T h e  Scient ific  Reason 
a) Potential energy decreased and 1 ) Sometimes the potential energy 
formed more table compound . decreased and sometimes it inc rea ed . 
b) Potential energy increased and 2) When atoms are l inking together, it 
f0n11ed more stable compound . reduced their potential energy. 
e) Potential energy decreased and 3) When atoms are l inking together i t  
fom1ed les stable compounds .  increased their potential energy 
d)  Potential energy increa ed and 4) Energy Ie el remains constant during 
f0n11ed less stable compounds. the l inks 
1 9- W h ic h  of the fol lo,,;ng  is  not one of the p ro perties of ionic compou nds :  
T h e  A n swer The Scient ific Reason 
a)  Touglmes J )  Bonding strength between ionic 
compounds raises the boi l ing point .  
b)  H igh melt ing point . 2) Bonding strength between ionic 
compounds reduces the boi l ing point . 
e) Low boi l ing point. 3 )  Ionic compounds do  not ha  e fixed 
properties 
d) Good conductors of 4) The ionic and covalent compounds have 
electricity the same characteristics 
1 1 5 
20- The  rea on  for E cel lence metal l u  tre to it ab i lity i to:  
The An w e r 
a) b orb l ight and com ert it to 
heat 
b)  Fomlation of cry tal . 
e) tared l ight in ide. 
d)  
The c ient ific  Reason 
1 )  When the l ight begin col l i  ion with 
metal urface electrons ab orb l ight 
and reflect i t .  
2)  Becau e the metal are used in 
jewel lery, it hould be hiny. 
3) The metal in nature are pure so it  
reflect l ight 
4) lnabi l ity of metal to rust keep them 
always hiny 
2 1 - The bond expected when a meta l l i c  element l i n king  with another non-metal l ic  
i s  often :  
T h e  Answer The  Scie n t i fic  Reaso n 
a)  Ionic bond. 1 )  Because hydrogen gas i s  avai lable in the air, 
it helps to form a bond. 
b) Covalent bond. 2)  There are difference in electro negativity 
between metal s  and non-metal help to foml 
the bond. 
e) Metal l ic bond. 3) Because the metal are good conductors of 
heat and e lechicity.  
d) Hydrogen bond. 4 ) a l inking can form between the metal and 
the meta l .  
22- The  mono covalent bonds  consist  of: 
T h e  Answer The  Sc ient ific  Reason 
a)  One electron shared between two 1 )  Each atom is hared with two 
atom . electrons to foml the bond. 
b) A shared of pair el ectrons between 2) Each atom is shared with one 
two atoms .  electron to foml the bond . 
e) Gravitation between di fferent 3) The nucleus share with one 
Ionians. neutron to fonn the bond. 
d )  A shared pair of electron and 4) There is no a mono covalent bond 
proton inside the atom . between atom . 
1 1 6 
23- I o n ic compound o l ution t hat cha racterized wi th  E lectric c u rren t :  
T h e  An wer 
a)  on conduct ing 
b )  Conducti 
c )  emiconduct ing. 
d)  annot exp ct the conducti ity of 
the re ult ing olution. 
1 )  
2 ) 
3 )  
4 )  
T h e  Scient ific  Reason 
The pre ence of ion in solution. 
The pre ence of neutron in the 
solution. 
The presence of proton in the 
olution. 
1 1 7 
A P PE N D I X  TWO 
The Lawson Classroom Test of Scient ific Reason ing 
�u Col lege of 
E d ucat ion 
I I  
tf t , o:u1AJ I a_J-u-2.1 1 u I J La Y I ii.st.o b 't:::I United Arab Emirates University 
Department of Curriculum and In t ruction 
Ma ter in Education Programme 
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Law on Classroom Test of Scient ific Reason ing 
Dea r Student ,  
This te t aims at  measuring the basic kif!s of the Grade- J 0 st1ldent related to  the topic 
of chemical bonds. This te t is only for the purpo e of scientific research. Kindly, 
please an ll'er af! the que tions, with the Jmowledge that e)'el)' question consists of two 
parts; fir t part is the selection of the correct answer, and the second part is the 
election of cient[fic reason. 
Q. l - Figure A shm s two cyl inders fi l l ed to the same level with water. They 
cyl inders are identical in size and shape; al o in Figure A are two marb les, 
one gla s and one tee l .  The marbles are the same ize but the steel one i 
much heav ier than the gla one when the glass marble i s  put into cyl inder ] 
it s ink to the bottom and the water level ri es to the s ixth mark. 
I f  we p u t  t h e  steel  m a rb le i n to cy l in der 2, t h e  water w i l l  r ise:  
G l ass marb l e  ---·· 0 Stee l  marb l e  
F=-==1 
Cyl i nder I Cyl inder 2 
Figure A 
1 1 9 
T h e  Ans\\ er T h e  Scient ific Reason 
a) To about 8 J )  The an \ er cannot be detennined 
with the infonnat ion given 
b) To about 9 2)  I t  went up 2 more before o it v, i l l  
go  up  2 more again 
c )  To about 1 0  3) I t  goe up 3 in the narro\ for every 
2 in the wide 
d) To about 1 2  4) The econd cylinder i s  narrow 
e) one of these answer is  correct 5)  One mu t actual l y  pour the water 
and observe to find out 
Figure B- 1 ho\>\ a wide and a nalTOW cyl inder. The cyl inder have equa l ly  paced 
mark on them. Water is poured into the wide cyl inder up to the Fourth mark ( Figure 
B- 1 ) . Thi water ri e to the S ixth mark when poured into the nalTOW cylinder a 
hown in Figure B-II. Both cyl inder are emptied and water is poured into the wide 
cylinder up to the ixth mark . 
Q.2- How h igh would  t h is water rise i f  it pou red i n to empty n a rrow 
cyl in der. 
4th mark 
6th mark 
Figure B ( i) Figure B (ii) 
1 20 
T h e  An " er 
a) To about 1 )  The an \ er cannot be detenn ined 
with the infonnation given 
b) To about 9 2 ) I t  \ ent up 2 more before so it wi l l  
go up 2 more again 
c) To about 1 0  3) It goe up 3 in the narrow for e ery 
2 in the wide 
d) To about 1 2  4)  The econd cyl inder i nan·o\ 
c) one of the e answers is correct 5) One mu t actual ly pour the water 
and ob erve to find out 
Water i no\ poured into the narrow cyl inder ( a  de cribed in Q.2 above) up to 1 1 th 
mark. Q.3- H ow h igh would t h is water rise if i t  were pou red i nto the em pty wide 
cyl inder .  
The Answer T h e  Scien t i fic  Reason 
a) To about 7 1 12 1 )  The rat io must stay the same 
b) To about 9 2 )  One must actua l ly  pour the water 
and ob erve to find out 
c) To about 3) The answer cannot be detell11ined 
with the infonnation given 
d )  To about 7 1 /3 4)  I t  wa 2 less before so it  wi l l  be 2 
Jes agam 
e) one of the e answer is correct 5)  You subtract 2 from the wide for 
every 3 from the narrow 
Figure C hows three string hanging from a bar. The three strings have metal 
weights attached to their ends. String # 1  and string #3 are the ame length.  String 2 is 
shorter. A 1 O-unit weigh i s  attached to the end of string # 1 .  A 1 0-unit weight is also 
attached to the end of string #2. A 5-unit weight i s  attached to the end of string #3 . 
The String ( and attached weights)  can be swung back and f011h and the time it takes 






1 2 1  
Q.4- u ppo e you w a n t  t o  fi nd o u t  " h ether  t h e  length  of t h e  t r i n g  ha  
an  effect on t he t i me i t  t a ke t o  w i n g  back a n d  fo rt h .  W h ich  t i n g  w o u l d  
) O U u s e  t o  fi n d  o u t ?  
.. C> ' 
T h e  A n swer 
Only one tring 
A l l  three t ring 
2 and 3 
1 and 3 
1 and 2 
• , C> 
I :;- j g L l ' -� c o  
T h e  Scien t i fi c  Reason 
1 )  You must use the longest strings 
2 )  You must compare trings with both 
l ight and heavy weights 
3 )  Only the lengths di ffer 
4 )  To make a l l  possible comparisons 
5 )  The weight di ffer 
Six quare pieces of wood are put into a cloth bag and mixed about. The six pieces are 
identical in size and shape· however three p ieces are red ( label led R) and three are 
yel low ( l abelled Y )  a shown in F igure D .  
Q.5- u p po e omeone reache  i n t o  t h e  bag (" i thout  looking) a n d  pu l ls o u t  
one piece. W h a t  are t h e  cha nce t h a t  t h e  p iece is  red ?  
Figure D 
T he Answer T h e  Scient ific Reason 
a)  1 chance out of 6 1 )  3 out of 6 pieces are red .  
b )  1 chance out of 3 2 ) There i no way to tel l  which piece 
wi l l  be picked . 
c )  1 chance ou t  of 2 3) Only 1 piece of the 6 in the bag is 
picked . 
d)  1 chance out of 1 4) Al l  6 pieces are identical in size and 
shape. 
e) Cannot be detelmined 5) Only 1 red piece can be picked out 
of the 3 red pieces. 
In the second experiment, 3 -red quare pieces of wood, 4-yel low square pieces and 5 
blue quare piece are put into a cloth bag. 4-red round pieces 1\/0,10 yel low round pieces 




Q.6- u p po e omeo ne  reache i n t o  t h e  bag ( "" i t h o u t  looking  and w i t h o u t  
1 )  
2 )  
3 )  
4)  
5) 
fee l i n g  for a part i c u l a r  hape  p iece) a n d  p u l l  o u t  one piece ( Figu re E) .  
" h a t  a re t h e  cha nce t h a t  t h e  p iece i red rou n d  or b l u e  rou nd p iece? 
0 0 0  
� � � 0  
0 0 0 0 0  
T h e  A nswer 
Cannot be detemlined 
1 hance out of 3 
1 chance out of 2 1  
1 5  chance out of 2 1  
1 chance out of 2 
0 0 0 0  
0 0  
® ® ®  
F i g u re E 
T h e  Scientific Reason 
1 )  1 of the 2 shapes i s  round 
2)  1 5  of the 2 1  pieces are red or blue 
3) There i s  no way to tel l which piece 
wi l l  be picked 
4) Only 1 of the 2 1  pieces i s  picked out 
of the bag 
5) 1 of every 3 p ieces i a red or blue 
round piece 


